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Superintendents Sharpen Pencils

School Budgets Pose Problems
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Most consumers know how difficult it
is to figure next month's budget, con- sidering the toll inflation is taking on
the value of the dollar.
But, when sehool superintendents
shapren their pencils -and sit down to
figure school budgets for the coming fiscal year, they're facing inflation on a
large scale — millions of tax dollars are
at stake.
"One thing that I try to do is make a

good educated guess," Calloway
County School Superintendent Jack
Rose said in a recent interview._
The Calloway County Board of
Education recently okayed an
estimated $3,557,000 budget for the
current fiscal year and seat it to the
Kentucky Department of Faication for
their approval.
School board members for the city
school district in Murray, where the
superintendent is Robert Glin Jeffrey,
okayed a somewhat smaller budget of

an estimated $2,296,000.
With assortderal funds still to
come to both —scitool systems, both
combined budgets could swell to an
estimated $7.2-million, figures show.
"It's hard to put an exact
budgetary figure on inflation. But, for
most of my supplies, anything it takes
to operate the schools, I estimate inflation at 10 percent," Jeffrey said.
Rose said he too thinks in terms of the,.
10 percent rule of thumb on most,
budgetary expenses other than utilities.
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GRANT TO AID AGED — Dr. Constantine W.Curris;president of Murray State University, sings a Title XX federal
grant to the university for S317,000 during the next five years to support a new minor program in gerontology —
the study of aging and the ages — and certain services for the elderly. Shown with him are Dr. Miles Simpson
(left), chairman of the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, and Dr. Kenneth Harrell, dean of the College of
Humanistic Studies. Funded by the U. S. Office of Human Development in the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, the grant was channeled through the Bateau of Social Services of the Kentucky Department of Human
Resources. The minor program in gerontology begins this fall at Murray State.

-Red Cross To Have
Volunteer Meeting
Monday At Library

day

"One of these days I am going to join
the Red Cross hospital volunteers."
Have you made this statement? If you
have been thinking about becoming a
Volunteer this is your chance, according to Jean Blankenship, executive
director of the Calloway County Red
Cross Chapter.
On Monday, July 31, the volunteers,
who were formerly known as Gray
Ladies, in honor of Clara Barton, will
meet at the Calloway County Public
Library to plan next year's work.
"There is no limit to the kinds of
community service we can offer.,"
stated Blankenship. "last year,
volunteers worked in diet, X-ray, mail,
visitor control, the convalescent ward
departments, and inaugurated a new
service in the patient library. We also
ParticipaieW iii special comm unity
projects on request from various
agencies. Anyone ylho has some extra
time can participate in our programs,
which are varied to suit the needs of
Murray and Calloway County. Both
men and women may apply."
"If you have thought of a service you
think the community needs, or if you
want to participate in an existing
program, please come to our
organizational meeting at 1:30 PM.
This is for former volunteers, present
volunteers and prospective volunteers." For further information call
753-1421.

For Jeffrey, utilities, which is listed
in both worksheets'under the heading
"operation of plant," will be a critical
concern this fall.
"This year my concern is not only
inflation but the fact we'll have—air
conditioning in four additional
buildings," .Jeffrey said.
"With air conditioning in four new
buildings, two elementary and two at
the middle school, I have to allow for
that," Jeffrey said. The city school
superintendent said "off the top of the
head" estimate for utilities is 20 percent over what it cost city taxpayers
last year.
•
Rose said electricity is a "big expense item" for the Calloway County
School System because most schools
are all-electric. "We budgeted $120,000
last year and spent $118,123 for electricity," the Calloway County School
System superintendent said. Rose
added school system officials alloted
$15,000 for natural gas and spent
$14,216.
"We budgeted $135,000 ( total for
utilities) and came out between $1,900
and $2,000 in the good. . . that's cutting
it close," Rose quipped.
Rose said school officials have to take
into account prices increases and the
possible severity of the winter when
alloting tax dollars to the "operation of
the plant."
If you have a roof blow off or a boiler
go bad then you're in trouble. We were
lucky last winter considering the
severity of it," Rose said. —
Money allocated to plant operation in
the Calloway County School System is
up from $225,000 last fiscal year to
$262,000 this year.
Murray school officials alloted
$186.000 to operation of the plant this
year cOmpared to $135,000 last year at
the beginning of that fiscal year.
Jeffrey said school officials for the
first time come Jan. 1, 1979, will have to
set aside some funds for unemployment
ii.trtsteance.
•
Rose,saisl he has a problem too when
• taking bids on gas and sane food items• which have an automatic escaltor
clause to match inflationary increases.

r•`'
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'THREAD' CONTINUES — In order to keep his one-room school open
Jesse Stuart must battle not only the school board but he must fight
rebellious students."The Thread That Runs so True" plays tonight and next
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, July 27-20, at 8 p.m. in the city-county park
In this fight scene is Bryan Bartz, as Billy, at the bell-rope, Jim Reeves, as
Guy, back to camera, Frank Gilliam, as Jesse, Oneida Boyd, as Grandma
Binion, and Rich Simon as Don.

Noted Kentucky author and wet. Lee
Pennington, will present a reading of
original work at the Calloway County
Public Library on Tuesday, July 25, at
• "Pennington has published well over
Iii Seirir2511 publications
both in the United States and abroad,"
according to Margaret Trevathan,
Librarian.
"Of the eleven books he has authored,
six are poetry and five are drama and
criticism," Mrs. Trevathan continued.
"In 1977 Pennington received one of the
highest awards of recognition that any
author can receive. His book I Knew A
Woman was nominated for a Pulitzer
Prize.
"For the last eight years Lee Pennington and his wife, Joy, have attended the Jesse Stuart Creative
Writing Workshop at Murray State
University where he has taught in the

Interim Committee Members Sound Cautious
Note On Proposition 13 For Kentucky Taxes
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
ofk
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Members
of a legislative committee have
sounded a cautionary note on
Proposition 13, declaring that while
state spending and taxes might need to
be cut, it should be accomplished in a
less drastic manner.
The proposition voted recently by
Californians slashed and froze local
property tax rates and imposed severe
limits on future assessments.
It came in for a long discussion
Friday at the first meeting of the joint
interim committee on appropriations
and revenue, along with three
memorandums by the Legislative
Research Commission.
The theme of several members was
that Kentucky should not overreact to
demands for government and spending
reductions, but should give it careful
study. .
"We can't do anything until the 1980
session arryhew," said Rep. Joe Clarke,
D-Danville, the committee chairman.
He said if the committee proceeds
carefully and methodically,"maybe we
can have an impact so the problem can
be approached rationally."
However, Sen. Robert Martin, I)Richmond, while acknowledging that
Proposition 13 was "a meat axe approach," said that the committee would

be well advised to find ways of reducing
state taxes.
That theme was underlined by an
LRC memorandum which showed that
ki the past decade, general fund
revenues in Kentucky — which finance
most state services — grew one-third
fast, each year than the personal
incolne of taxpayers.
House Minority Leader Harold
DeMarcus, R-Stanford, said his
research indicates that the budgets of
states surrounding Kentucky have
increased more than this state's.
"Anything put on the ballot to reduce
taxes will pass," he said.,"(But) we're
going to have to have taxes and the
budget is going to rise because of inflation."
Rep. Lloyd Clapp, D-Wthgo, said he is
concerned that overreaction to
Proposition 13 might hinder the continued progress of Kentucky.
Three memoranda on the subject by
Gilmore Dutton, the appropriations
committee staff coordinator, were
more blunt.
"Based on the assumption that 13's
purpose was to relieve the tax burden of
the individual property owner, 13 is a
lousy piece of work," he said, contending only $2 billion of the $7 billion
tax relief would accrue to propert)

_• owners and the4remainder would go to
corporations, out-of-state owners and
the federal treasury.
Dutton said Proposition 13 was a
revolt against government spending
rather than the property tax.
"The property tax was only the
vehicle," he said.
Dutton interviewed a number of
Californians after they approved the
referendum and he said that almost all
gave as their main reason that local tax
authorities had been receiving much
more in property tax revenue than was
necessary to maintain government
services.
He submitted to the committee an
outline of recInt methods being used in
pther states to lower property taxes.
Later in the day the appropriations
committee decided to discuss the issue
of property taxes. It will ask the
Kentucky Educational Television
Network to televise hearings it plans to

hold around the State.
"Few people understand the property
tax, and the issue has to be discussed in
a way that makes sense," Clarke said.
Other subjects for the interim before
the 1980 session which the committee
voted to put on the agenda include the
capital construction fund, long term
state debt, legislative control over
federal aid to Kentucky, federal bond
projects,salaries of state employes and
the state retirement system.
The committee also plans to ask the
state Council on Higher Education to
arrange for a study on space use at the
eight state universities and colleges —
in the wake of what some members said
is a mammoth request by the schools
for new buildings and facilities this
biennium.
The committee plans to meet again
Aug. 17, and is asking the state Council
of Economic Advisers to address it at
the September session,

poetry section. Each summer he has
presented a program of folksinging and
storytelling at the library. Because the
nature of his writing represents the
warmth of his own personality, many
people in our community have become
great admirers of his," commented
Diane Johnson, library staff member.
Pennington was born in the hills of
Greenup County in a hollow called
White Oak. Be attended McKell High
School where Jesse Stuart was principal. Stuart gave him the encouragement that was needed to write.
Presently Lee and Joy are on the
faculty in the English Department at
Jefferson Community College in
Louisville.
In his "spare time" he somehow
manages to play the guitar and banjo
and sing many of the mountains ballads
of the region that have been handed
down from generation to generation.
"Everyone is welcome to attend this
special library program next Tuesday
evening," Mrs. Trevathan concluded.

Hearing On
Beati ng Held
A preliminary hearing was held
Friday in Calloway County District
Court for a man charged in the beating
of an MS1.14 coed in early June.
District Judge Sid Easley directed
that the case, in which Hal. B. Cathey
has been charged, be remandea to the
September term of the Calloway
County Grand Jury.
The 24-year-old Cathey is charged
with the beating of Vicki McChesney of
Murray on the night of June 7. Mrs.
McChesney, 26, was found unconscious
outside the emergency room entrance
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital that night.
She had been severely beaten about
the head, authorities said, and after
treatment here she was transferred to
Western Baptist Hospital where she
remains.
Cathey was arrested June 15
following an extensive investigation by
local and state police.
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NEW!ACES AT MURRAY STATE — Dr. Gary Boggess (left). dean of the
College of Environmental Sciences at Murray State University, is shown
with a new assistant dean and two new chairmen. With him are (from
righ* Dr. Phillip D. Sparks, assistant dean; D. David E. Gibbs, chairman tif
the Department of Mathematics: and Dr. James L Meeks, chairman of the
Department of Chemistry and Geology.
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and a little cooler Sunday with
good chance.of thundershowers.
Highs in the upper 80s to low
90s.
Winds, south to southwesterly
5 to 15 miles an hour tonight

.—
AUTOGRAPHING PARTY—Wilma Ltykeman Stokely oi Newport, Tenn., director and instructor of the short story
course in the eight Jesse Stuart Creative Writing Workshop at Murray State University, signs one of her books for
Lyman Pearson of Hamlin, during an autographing party on the campus Tuesday. Five workshops faculty members
autographed their books and other publications during the session. Pearson is enrolled in the three week workshop
which runs through July 28.
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Chilcutt-Smith Wedding
Vows Are Solemnized

Lets Friend Make
Passes at His Wife
By Abigail Van Buren
:• WS by Chicago Tr•ihr-,•

HVPTA-8:30,12:30 Fri,Sat.
CB-10:15 Only

"2 Big Weeks"
The seas was sosadaleus. The movie is hilarious.
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HARPER VALLEY P.T.A.-„,BARBARA EDEN • RONNY COX
ANETTE FABRAY • LOUIS NYE •SUSAN SWIFT.. IT PULSE
Plus "Cannonball"(PG)
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DEAR ABBY: Charlie and I have been married for 16
years and have had a fairly happy marriage. Charlie never
was the jealous type, but I think he carries it to the other
extreme.
We've become friendly with a rather odd couple who live
in the same "condo." Izzy is 55, short, fat and, generally
unattractive. Suzy (his third wife) is cute, sexy and about
25 years younger than Izzy. She obviously married him for
his money.
Lately Izzy has been getting much too friendly with me.
He's forever putting his hands on me. Once he suggested
"switching" and when I looked shocked, he laughed and
said he was "only kidding."
It Seems the four of us are spending more and more time
together. Last night during a foursome of bridge at our
place, Izzy tried to play footsies with me. He slipped off his
shoe and practically had hig foot in my lap!. I loudly told
him off while Charlie and Suzy just sat there.
I get the impression that Suzy doesn't care who Izzy
plays footsies with as long as it isn't her.(I think she must
have something else going for her.
Anyway, Suzy suggested that the four of us vacation
somewhere together. I made excuses why We couldn't, but
Charlie was all for it.
Is our marriage sick? I don't care to spend so much time
with this couple. Why should my husband want to? And
why shouldn't he be annoyed that another man makes
passes at his wife?
..s
Help me.
CHARLIE'S WIFE

Mrs. Joel D. Smith

MURIA

Congenital Hypothyroidism Serious

Sabi
Lakesidi
perform a
State Park

But Responds To Eqrly Treatment

'Delo Abil:

Miss Bobbie Smith, cousin
of the bride, was chosen"at her
maid of honor, and Miss Kelly
Chilcutt, sister of the bride,
was bridesmaid.
The
attendants
wore
ilentical floor length gowns of
bTue floral chiffon with a
double ruffled scoop neckline
and triple tiered flouncy skirt.'
They wore picture hats
trimmed to match their gowns
and carried French bouquets.
of-white and blue carnations.
Mrs. Chilculi chose for her
daughter's wedding a formal
gown of shrimp knit with a
Grecian bodice accented with
crystal beads and a matching
chiffon cape. A phalaenopsis
orchid was pinned at her
shoulder.

By FJ L Blasingame. MD

Mrs. Smith, mother of the
groom, wore a floor length
gown in blue floral design
fashioned in a princess style
with long sheer sleeves. A
phalaenopsis orchid was
DEAR WIFE: Tell Charlie that if he enjoys Izzy's
pinned at her shoulder.
company, he should see him without you because that
The groom chose Tommy foursome has become boresome.
Starks as his best man and
(P.S. You could be right about Suzy's having something
Billy Dale Smith, cousin of the
else going for her. Just make sure it isn't Charlie.)
bride as his groomsman.
DEAR ABBY: The wife Who said her husband smelled
Ushers were Jerry Falivell
and Billy Smith. They wore because he seldom bathed, reminds me of a story they, tell
--iiVout Samuel Johnson, the noted English lexicographer of
light blue tuxedoes.
Registering the guests was the 17009.
Johnson was a "purist" where words were concerned,
Mrs. Jo Reeder.
but when it came to his personal hygiene, he was a
notorious slob who seldom bathed.
Reception
A woman sitting next to him on a coach train said: "Sir,
reception
followed
A
the you smell!" Whereupon Johnson'replied: "Madam,
you are
ceremony at the church.
wrong. YOU smell, I. stink..
covered
tables
were
The
Perhaps the husband who was accused of "smelling"
with light blue Cloths overlaid' would like to show this to his wife.
with white lace. The cen- •
LEE IN DELAWARE
terpiece Was a beautiful
DEAR LEE: Samuel Johnson was wrong. It he gave off
arrangement of multi-colored,
spring flowers flanked on an offensive odor, he "smelled" and stank as well. Or
either side by three branched should Shakespeare's immortal line in "Romeo and Juliet"
have been: "A rose by any other name would 'stink' as
silver candelabra holding blue . • sweet"?
white
and
tapers.
Fruit punch was served
DEAR ABBY . Please print this letter! It may open the
from a silver punch bowl. The eyes of many angry, vindictive divorced parents who are
wedding cake was a three doing their children a terrible disservice.
My marriage was • mess. After many separations,
tiered white cake decorated
with blue roses and topped reconciliations and a hundred broken promises, I decided
to terminate my marriage before it destroyed me. (My
with blue satin wedding bells.
Serving were Mrs. Greta handsome, charming husband had a weakness for young
girls—some of them so young he nearly landed in jail.)
Gargus,
Mrs.
Martha
We had two children who didn't get to know their father
Paschall, and Mrs. Shirley very well, but they
could understand what was being said
Smith, the latter an aunt of the to them. I never talked against him nor did I allow anyone
•
bride. Miss • Amy Gargus else to. Rather, I taught my children to respect their
distributed the rice bags to the father
Today my children are both grown. I know they don't
guests.
Following the reception the love" their father the way they love me, but they don't
couple left for a weddieg trip "hate" him either. They call him long-distance on Father's
to points in Florida ahd the Day and when he visits their town,they invite him (and his
fourth wife) for a meal.
AtlanticCoastal region.
When you teach
_ Mr. and Mrs. Smith are now do the child more your child to hate the other parent, you
harm than you do yourself good.
at home in Murray.
NO REGRETS IN DAYTON

Q. Mrs. H.
writes to
express her concern about
a friend's child who apparently has permanent damage of the brain and other
physical problems because of being born without a normal amount of
thyroid. She understands
that early treatment with
thyroid could have helped
or prevented this severe
damage.
She asks, "Can anything
be done to identify these
cases early in life and to
begin proper treatment?"
A. According to a recent
study, a child is born without adequate thyroid (congenital hypothyroidism) in
about one in each 5,000
births.
If the hypothyroidism is
not detected promptly,cretinism (a chronic condition
characterized by an arresting of physical and
mental development) can
result in severe, permanent damage to brain,
• bones, and muscles. After
a few months, cretinoid
idiocy can result if no thyroid is given.
Everyone managing
newborns needs to be alert
to this subtle disease. Because it happens with relative infrequency, It may
not be promptly detected.
Yet, prompetreatrnent can
be effective and permanently beneficial by supplying adequate thryoid
hormone orally to the
infant. The cost of the
medicine is low. It needs to
be taken during the re-

rnainder of the persons's
life.
A method of screening
the newborn population
has been developed. A report of a recent New England project done by Marvin Mitchell, M.D., and his
associates was published
rri the Journal of the American Medical Association.
Small amounts of blood
from 129,000 was collected
and dried on filter paper.
The blood was tested for
one of the thyroid hormones (T4). About 3,800
specimens showed low T4
and were studied further,
and 23 infants showed a
serious deficiency in thy-

roid.
While such screening is
troublesome and somewhat expensive, it offers a
means of early detection of
congenital hypothyroidism
In time for treatment to
prevent damage and be
effective. Because of the
severity and life-long disability of this serious condition resulting in cretinism, the screening program would appear to be
both humane and cost
effective.
More public and professional education is needed
to reduce the damage from
congenital hypothroiciisrn
to a minimum.

Monday Special:

Our Chopped
Sirloin Meal
including our garden-fresh salad bar

2.19
With tries or baked potato
and topping, Stockade.,
Toast, drink. A complete
meal, priced like a snack!

=An
now=
BEL-AIR CENTER

COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON
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Luncheon Planned

SHADE

At Country Club
The ladies day luncheon at
the Murray Country Club is
scheduled for Wednesday,
July 26, at twelve noon at the
club with Sharon Wells as
chairman of the hostesses.
Reservations should be made
by Monday noon.
Other hostesses are Lochie
Landolt, Nanie Hewitt,
Lanette Hunt, 'Rue McCutcheon, Mary Ann Russell,
Cindy Ashley, Margaret Polly,
and Joanne Shinners.
Tennis hostesses will be
Terrie Burke and Shirley
Homra, and golf hostess will
be Anna Mary Adirrirs,-With
•,play to start at nine a.m.

in stock with this coupon
Limit one per customer
Offer expires August 5, 1978

&ARDEN

753-0317
1914 Coldwater Rd.
Open Monday through Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
COUPON COUPON COVPON COUPON COUPON COUPON
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JAMES BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Mark James
of Lebanen, Tenn., are thr
parents of a baby boy, Matthew Rubin, weighing seven
(sounds 634 ounces, measuring
193s inches, born on Monday,
July .10 at a hospital in
Madison, Tenn.
The father is employed with
the
Tennessee
Valley
Authority at Hartsville, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and
DEAR NO:Thank you for a sensible letter. It comes at• Mrs. Rubin James of Murray
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas time when many parents have agreed to disagree. I hope it Route Seven and Mr. and Mrs.
Joe D. Hopkins of Murray
Smith, parenls of the groom_ opens • few eyes of those who are still able to see.
hosted the rehearsal dinner
Ratite Two. Great grandDo you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
for the bridal party. At this
parents are Mrs. Sam Wilson
time the bridal couple popularity, get Abby's new booklet; "How To Be Popular; of Murray Route Four and J.
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long, E.
Garland of Brandenton,
presented gifts to their at- " self-addressed,
stamped (28 eests) envelope to Abby, 132
Fla. •
tendants.
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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See Ale

4 Big Weeks

CAVA I

7•25,9•35
& 2:30 Sat.,Sun

011151

when wt.( thmitlfti ei II II,
hut* in the winer.

%lot' Iv,yo

JAWS

7120,9:15
& 2:30Sun.

WALT DISNEY pRooucTious.

John
Travolta

Olivia
Newton -John

ADULT $3.00 •
CHILP $1.50 _
NOPAS§ES
NO BARGAIN NITF.

Late Show Fri. t Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainnient
111 Or Over Only Cheri
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Jonathan
School Day
assembly I
four p.m.

Murray-C
Theatre w
Thread Tha
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eight p.m.
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, the Lakes
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and moonli
p.m., all a
* lantern tout
1850 at eight

Satui
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perform at
Kentucky
Park at 8:3C
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The wedding vows of Miss
Debra Jean Chilcutt, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Chilcutt. and Joel D. Smith,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J.
Smith, were solemnized in a
late spring wedding at the
Coldwater United Methodist
Church.
•••••
The Rev. Jim Glass performed the double ring
ceremony at the altar
decorated with- spiral candelabra
with
entwined
greenery. The family pews
were marked with baby's
breath and leather leaf tied
with white lace bows.
Mrs. Bettie Stoll, pianist,
presented a beautiful program
of nuptial music including
7Hawaiian Wedding Song,"
--Theme From Romeo and
Juliet," .. -Whither Thou
'Goest," "My Cup Runneth
Over With Love," and the
traditional wedding marches
for the processional and the
recessional.
.Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and giveri
marriage by her parents,
wore a formal gown of white
Sataglo in an a-frame
silhouetteThe molded empire
bodice featured a high
neckline and a sheer keyhole
yoke with hand pearled reembroidered Alencon lace.
Long fitted sleeves adorned
with. Alencon lace inotifs
sprinkled with pearls were
cuffed at-the wrist in a double
flounce ruffled edge of Venise.
Lace appliques delicately
touched with pearls enhanced
the skirt. A double ruffled
flunce edged with Venice
formed the hemline and
created a chapel length train:
The matching carnelot of
Sataglo and Alencon lace
appliques held a double
layered elbow length veil of
bridal silk illusion daintily
encircled with Venice lace. •
She' carried a bouquet of
white sweetheart roses and
miniature .carnations framed
with baby's breath entwined
with tufts or blue net and
draped with white lace
dreamers.
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Mopday,July 24
Adult - Great
Books
Discussion Group has postponed its meeting to July 31,

Jonathan Creek Sunday
School Day will be held at the
assembly from 8:30 a.m. to
four p.m.

Swim Day for fourth to sixth
grade will be held at Oaks
Country Club,

Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include Summer Fest at Rushing Creek
Campground;
nature
recording at eight a.m., snake
slide presentation at two p.m.,
and moonlight walk at 8:30
p.m., all at Center Station;
'• lantern tour of The Homeplaee
1850 at eight p.m.
Saturday,July 22
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at old beach area of
Kentucky llam Villiage State
Park at 8:30 p.m.

lad bar
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Sunday, July 23
Memorial Baptist Church
will halm a church wide picnic
at Jonathan Creek Bapist
Assembly. Bus will leave the
church at 1:45 p.m. or meet
the group at the camp.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes' will include 1850's
Craft Day at The Homeplace
1850 from two to 4:30 p.m., and
nature color slide presentation
at Center Station at two p.m.
'Twilight Cabaret Will be at
old beach area of Kentucky
Dam Village State Park at
8:30 p.m.
Carmel
United
Mt.
Methodist Church will have its
homecoming.
Lakeside Singers will
Perform at - Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
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FOR SUNDAY,JULY 23,1918
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

Blood River Baptist WMU
will meet at the First
Missionary Baptist Church af
ten a.m.

.144

Rec6very, Inc,, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray. ,
Wildflower Search walk will
begin at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes, at three
p.m.

noi,

Registration for Creative'
Workshops will be held at the
Parks and Recreation Office
on Payne Street. For information call 767-4449 or 7537640.
Tuesday, July 25
Murray Lions Club will
met at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
will meet with Loretta Jobs,
1200 Sycamore Street, at
seven p.m.
Murray _High School Band
will rehearse from seven to
nine p.m. at the band room,
and shirt sale will be held at
nine p.m.
Ruth WiErm- Circle o&nod
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will meet at 1:30 p.m.
at the church with the Rev.
Dan Tucker to show slides of
his Holy Land tour.
Ellis - Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens.
.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

Captain D's

FISH
DINNER

VIRGO

-

tP

(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) TIP
Despite possible obstacles,
you could win many benefits
from this day's efforts. Take
steps to launch long-range
programs, to complete unfinished tasks.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) _An)
Unique ideas, thoughtfully
presented — and at the right
time — could bring new gains
now. A good period, also, for
making long-range plans.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Ineet
Channel efforts where they
will serve advantageously,
where your unusual talents
are recognized and appreciated. Don't be led off a
constructive course.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3600.
The Sagittarian is noted for
his generosity, but don't let
excessive sympathy or
emotions divert your altruism
into dubious causes. Use good
judgment..
•
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Planetary
influences
beneficent, generally sponsoring new advances. .A
chance here to exercise you.'
gift of enterprise, which
considerable.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb.- 19)
You rarely muddle through
things in inefficient fashion,
but may now tend to be indifferent, careless in word or
deed. Curb such inclinations.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20))(GI
Certaiii suggestions must be
ignored; others accepted
quickly, put to discerning use.
The right choices can result in.
a Held day.

99
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at DarticipatIng Captain Os

Murray & Paducah

Agree Creme Rinse

Ti..
Sr tells

Helps Stop the Greasies

Oasaitities
last
Is Rainceseks)

REG.
1,57

,

Agree Creme Rinse and Conditioner helps stop the greasies.
Choose oily, regular or extra body
formulas 12-fl. oz. size. Leaves
hair clean and manageable.

YOU BORN TODAY,though
a Leoite, possess some of the
traits frorn the now descendant Cancer — notably your
serious attitude toward life,
your hurnantiarian impulses
and deep-rooted idealism
From the ascending Leo, you
are given tremendous courage
and a gift of leadership — the
latter an invaluable asset in
and
business,
politics
statesitranship. Both Signs
endow you with versatility,
imagination and a great love
of color and design. Fields
suited to your talents:
literature, journalism, the
stage, painting, science, the
law and finance. Traits to
curb: Excessive pride and a
tendency to try to dominate
others.

announces
the opening of his office
for Surgery and Diseases
of the Ear, Nose and Throat.
-

.MO.Aftaftmom

• At 803 Poplar_Street
Murray, Ky.-.
By Appointment

REG.
1.67
Box of 100 Tylenol Tablet
for safe, fast pain relief - without aspirin.

maIRS:

ma

ouc

Fabric Softener

346'1

Phillip B. Kiapper, M.D.
Otolaryngology

You get:
•4 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries
•creamy cole slaw
•2 hushpuppies
M44-

Price. kill
Si.. Rea.

ets

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)T
You may run into unexpected opposition, some rough
areas. Be ready, take all with
Hayride for seven miles will
to,
dsense
innate
-aali.theh
comn
al:Kilit
y
start at Center Station at 6:30
harder
try
p.m. _Make reservations
achieve worthwhile objectives.
before one p.m. at the camTAURUS
pground gates or at Center
67
(Apr. 21 to May 21) t-$1
Station.
Tentatively reject uncertainties — until you have
Cabaret will
more facts and a better
perform at old beach area at
guarantee of success. Ask
8:30 p.m,
counsel of well-informed
persons.
•
GEMINI
Registration for parks and
Mav 22 to June 21)
Recreation workshop will be
adpect8
Favorable
held at the office. For in-. stimulate originality and
forniation call 767-4449 or 753some chance-taking — IF
reasonable. Don't go out on
7640.
the proverbial limb, however,
,
and DO avoid extremism.
CANCER
(June Z2 to July 23)e
Accentuate the positive in
your thinking if you would
make the real advancement
.possible ... now. Routine activities mirlif happily supplemented by some new interests.
CEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)/2
You are inclined to be extremely critical of others, but
the shoe may be on the other
foot now. Don't be resentful.
Listen — and learn!

SPECIAL
sr9

but don't tread on sensitive
toes in your forward Druid.
SAGITTARIUS
_iffej›.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Personal relationships at
their most congenial. Intact,•
resourceful friend may even
help you to attain a longcherished desire.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Be ready for changes. Some
surprising instructions may
be given regarding your duties
and responsibilities. Mantain
your equilibrium and avoid
overreacting.
AQUARIUS
•
Z
-In
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Gains indicated in your
material status. Don't hesitate
to confide your objectives to
superiors—who should be in a
receptive mood just now.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Stellar influences now give
you an edge in any challenges
you are likely to face — but be
alert, nevetheless. You
COULD miscalculate
somewhere along the line.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr.20)"r
Past experience may give
you the clue to solution of a
current problem. Good Mars
influences should help you to
make fine advances.
TAURUS
(Apr, 21 to May 21)tieflak?
You'll do best now if you
cooperate Oth the plans of
others, instead of insisting on
your own. Some friction
possible otherwise.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
You are one of those gifted
persons who can produce
original and unusual ideas
when they are most needed.
This is your day to shine!
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)00
You may discern a hint of
things to come where your
personal ambitions are
concerned. Accept advice and
support from interested
YOU BORN TODAY are a
friends.
Cancer-Leo cuspal (one born
LEO
at the change of Signs) and, as
(July 24 to Aug. 23)4afg
such, possess the dominant
Solar influences excellent.
traits of both. You have the
You should be in a zestful
Sensitive, idealistic and
mood and well able to produce
humanitarian nature of the
your best. Organize assistance
Cancerian, and you have the
to put a new idea over the top
outgoing personality of the
VIRGO
Leoite, which frequently
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) nr%
expresses itself in a flair for
A little map and bounce
the dramatic. The comwon't be amiss now. Put
bination is a potent one and,
everything in proper perdepending upon your leanings
spective: There could be some
and education, of course, can
errors in judgment, so be
be a tremendous asset in such
alert.
careers as literature, music
LIBRA
and acting
all of which
(Sept. 24 to Oct.23
satisfy the Cancerian craving
Try to avoid verbal or
to serve his fellowman (even
,emotional confrontations. If
—iirtistically) as well as being
necessary, YOU be the one to
‘-gratifying to the Leoite's urge
offer compromise, but don't
ter the spotlight. Your interest
abandon high principles.
In people plus your delicious
SCORPIO
sense of humor makes you a
delightful conipsinion. Bir(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) RP
thdate of: Charlotte Cushman,
A day for aggressive action
Amer. actress;
—, which those of ydur Sign
James
always enjoy. Aim for your
(Cardinal) Gibbons, Amer.
clergyman.
goals in a swift, sure manner,
FOR MONDAY,JULY 24, 1978 .

Murray TOPS Club meet at
the Health -Center at seven
_
P.m.

TC44‘N
CABINT5

!PON

Horoscope
Frances Drake

Saturday,July 22
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kentucky Dam
•-• Stale Park at 8:30 p.m.

Murray-Calloway
County
Theatre will present "The
Thread That Runs So True" at
the Murray-Calloway Park at
,
eight p.m.

AN

• Your Individual

COMMUNITY
CAIXND
CAT
AR

Phone 759-4(IT

Music from the Broadway Movie
"Grease" as performed by the
Cruisers. 9 super songs

Final Touch fabric softener leaves
clothes smelling fresh and feeling soft. 331 oz. bottle.

Music from the Movie "FM" as
performed by Studio 78. 9 super
songs.

7

Takes the work load off you and
puts it on the mop Long handle
means less bending for you
Dependable and built to last

Calgonite automatic dishwashing
detergent for clearest glasses
soft water clear 35 oz (net wt
box is a real money value

Music from the Movie 'Thank God
Its Friday" as pefformectby Studio
78.9 super songs

S-TRACK TAPES
OF THE ABOVE MUSIC

with scrub strength
for your toughest

household rtean-ups
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10 Years Ago-.
James Glenn Wilkerson, age 16,
Downers Grove, Ill., drowned in
Kentucky lake near Paris landing on
'July SO.
Another death reported was Walter
0. Doherty, age 68.
Vernon W. Gantt of 'Murray Route
Two will receive his Master's degree
from Ohio State. University at Athens,
Ohio, at the close of the summer term.
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Spann were
winners of the new Plymouth given
away at the close of the Calloway
County Fair. They are pictured with
their children, along with Debbie
Edmonds, fair queen, Jim Irby,
-president of the Fair Board, and Jim
Johnsas,.master of Ceremonies.
5avid Buckinghan) of Murray captured the overall championship of the
annual South Highland Junior
Invitational Golf Tournament played at
Mayfield.

Casey Jones
"Come all you ramises,I want you to
hear. The story told of a brave
engineer. Casey Jonest• was the rounder's name..On a big ten-wheeler he
rode to fame."
Thus goes the ballad of Casey Jones,
the hero of all railroad men, but, unlike
Paul Bunyan — the legendary hero of
the lumberjacks — Casey was a real
person. It is debatable about his ride to
fame, although is biographers seem
divided as to whether he performed a
heroic act or one that was just a bit
stupid.
Jotus Luther Jones grew up in Cayce.
Kentucky. a little town on Highway 94,
Jr1 the other side of Fulton. However,
despite popular belief, he was not born
there: he was born on March 14, 1864, in
Southwestern Missouri. From the time
he was a boy he ...wanted more than
anything else to be a railroad engineer.
And sure enough, as soon as he turned
18, he was hired by the Mobile and Ohio
as a fireman, the first step in that
direction. He had already worked for
the railroad, starting at the age of 15 as
a telegrapher But, in spite of the fact
that he quickly became skilled at it, his
ambition was never sidetracked.,,
In 1888, a yellow fever epidemic
resulted in many of the engineers and
firemen on the more prestigious Illinois
Central Railroad being laid low. As
soon as Casey Jones heard that the L C. .
Railroad was hiring engineers, he
switched from the M & 0, hiring on as a
fireman. By the time he was 26, he was
a full-fledg ed engineer,,on a fast'freight
run between Jackson, Tennessee and
Water Valley. Mississippi.
Casey was a tall, dark-haired young
man.standing a bit over 6 foot 4 inches.
One of his firemen, Perry Walker, once
recalled that Casey was "so tall that he
couldn't stand up in the engine cab
without sticking ('is head outside a foot
or §o; reminding some of his friends of a
young giraffe.•' But he was well-liked
by everyone an.d was quickly gaining a
reputation as a fantastic engineer,
despite his record of nine suspensions.
These suspensions were the result of

Casey's rule infractions, all happening
while on the freight service But Casey
was still proud it the fact that none of
his accidents had ever resuked in the
death of an employee or passenger.
Although it Mal &sr what the cause of
these suspensions Were, it seems fairly
obvious that Casey's love al speed was
involved.
Casey had two loves in his life — his
wife, Janie Bradey Jones, whom he had
married in 1886, and a beautiful
locomotive engine that he spoked at the
World Columbian Exposition in
Chicago in 1893. It seems that Casey
had been chosen to man one of the fast
special trains in Chicago that shuttled
passengers back and forth to the
Exposition the_summer in 1893.
It was love at first sight for Casey,
when he saw the huge Consolidation
type engine with its eight drive wheels
and two pilot wheels, the very latest
thing in locomotives. Casey visited the
exhibit where the train was time after
time, and when he wasn't gazing at it,
he was writing to his wife back home,
describing its beauty to her. Evidently
he decided then and -there that the
engine would be his.
No one seems to know how he accomplished it, but on the last day of the
Expositirn, Casey Jones showed up
with all the proper papers in his hand
for the transfer of that locomotive from
display to active duty. He was assigned
to this engine — N. 638 — for regular
freight service from then on.
For the next seven years. Casey and
No. 638 were inseparable. When he
wasn't at home with Janey, he was with
No. 638. All the engineers were allowed
to decorate their cabs .as they chose,
and Casey chose to embellish his love
with a six-tone calliope whistle, which
made the famous "whipporwills cell"
that soon became indelibly linked with
him. -The switchmen knew by the
.whistle's moan that the man at the
throttle was Casey Jones."
Next week, I will continue with the
saga of Casey Jones and his famous
ride to glory.

income, and limiting property taxes to
By DAVID KAYE.
2.5 percent of fair market value.
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (API — They're calling it • Just how bad are taxes in
"Taxachusetts," this state where tax "Taxachusetts"?
Consider the O'Neills, a fictional
• revolt spawned he Boston Tea Party.
Two centuries later, tempers are rising couple who make $19,900 a year. Say
they live in a home with a market value
again.
Three separate tax-cutting proposals of $40,000 in Haverhill, 50 miles north of
have gotten serious attention in the Boston. They own a new car worth
legislature. and when Californians $4,500 and an older one worth $3,000,
voted last month to slash their property have two children and file joint tax
taxes, it warmed the hearts of tax returns.
They pay $1,740 in property tax 14.35
rebels here.
"California is a bargain compared to percent of value), plus:
— About $2,500 in federal income tax.
Massachusetts," says Jack Conway, a
—About $1,000 in Social Security tax.
real estate agent who wants property
—About $900 i state income tax.
taxes cut in half.
—About $600 in state sales tax, auto
A constitutional amendment to keep
taxes at present levels passed one excise tax and gas taxes.
Total taxes: $6,740, more than a third
legislative test last week and may
of income.
make it to a 1980 referendum.
They have $13,160 left to spend.
Two other plans in the legislature
The :figures are based on figures
command attention: ordering rebates if
property taxes exceed eight percent of supplied by the Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation, a taxpayers lobby
supporting the rebate bill ).
If that doesn't impress you, consider
this:
In California, Proposition 13 halved
the average property tax by limiting it
to 1 percent of value. Massachusetts
taxes are already so high that halving
bills would leave an average 2.4 percent
rate. The aVeragetate is 4.7 percent of
market value.
And in Boston, where property taxes
are higher than in any other U.S-. city, a
$40,000 home is taxed at about $2,500 a
year.
On top of that, residents pay a 5
percent state income tax plus a 75
percent surtax, a 5 percent sales tax,
and a 6 percent meals tax.
The result: a recent Boston Globe poll
shows three out of four taxpayers favor
cutting property taxes to 2.5 percent,
but the figure drops-to 64 percent when
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Continued rains will cause damage to
crops in Calloway County S. V. Friy,
county agent, said today.
Deaths reported included Percy D.
Jones, age 74.
The_ Calloway County annual Farm
Burpau picnic will be held at theMUrray City Park on Aug. 2, according
to Leon Clambers, Farm Bureau
president.
Coldwater beat Kuttawa 9 to 4 in the

By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent

Twin States Baseball League with the

'game

going for fourteen innings. Al
Girardona and Dan Pugh were Coldwater pitchers. Mr. and Mrs. Gene Wells and sons,

Tommy and Michael. of Lexington

staff is smaller.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Depending
necessary.
Either way, a bill that soon will be
on whose version you accept, Congress
There hasn't been a clear
going to Carter will grant him authority
either is getting a handle on the size and
congressional authorization for percost of the White House staff, or. to sharply increase the number of high
sonnel and operating costs at the White
paid aides on his personal staff. The
granting President Carter a license to
House since
when President
White House would' have virtually
stock it with highprictd aides.
Franklin D. Roosevelt was authorized
unlimited authority to hire consultants,
Carter pledged to cut the staff by one14 staff assistants. The entire staff
and to borrow staff members from
third. Democrats say he has kept that
numbered 157.
promise. Republicans argue that the -• other executive agencies,
•
In theory, the limit of 14 presidential
Hugh Carter Jr., the president's
administration has simply moved some
assistants has applied ever since, but in
assistant for administration, has said
bodies onto different government
fact, Congress has simply appropriated
there is no intention of adding more
payrolls, to make it appear that the
about what each president said he
than a couple people to the staff. But he
needed to run the White House.
said the White House wants flexibility
The new bill would permit the White
to hire more help "in the event of an
House to hire up to 100 presidential
,emergency like World War M or
aides at top salaries: 25 at $57,500 a
something like that."
year, 25 at $52,500,, and 50 at $47,00.
World War II, incidentally, didn't'
- There are novt 55 White House aides
require a very drastic expansion of the
in those pay echelons.
White House roster. The staff numThe bill also would authorize
bered 179 when the war began, 215 when
unlimited appointments to the
it ended.
presidential staff at salaries below
The bill now awaiting final
$42,423 a year.
congressional clearance is an .. "Frankly, it does not sound like
they are reminded that services may be
authorization, which means that it sets
Congress is exerting much control,"
cut, and to 50 percent when reminded
ceilings and says what can be clone with
said Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan.
the cuts could produce social unrest.
funds to be appropriated in a separate
It also authorizes the use of 416So local tax action has ranged the
measure.
plowes from other federal payrolls, but
gamut.
Republican critics complain that the
requires the president to report to
The Cambridge City Council ap7
ceilings on personnel are so high as to 'Congs on borrowed staff members
proved an 8 percent budget increase
be meaningless, and note that in some
who stay for more than 30 days, and to
with little complaint, and Scituate
instances, the bill simply approves, shift them to the White House payroll if
taxpayers refused to.cut nearly $200,000
they are there Jot six months.
from their police and refuse pickup .-. whatever the president deems
budgets.
But taxpayers have hacked apart
By JOHN CIJNNIFF
budgets at town meetings elsewhere.
AP Business Analyst
echoing a feeling evident in national
polls that one way to make cuts is to cut
the number of public employees.
"What we want to do is shake the fat
out of the government's administrative
and bureaucratic departments," says
Conway, the real estate agent who
midis property taxes halved.
Somerville residents cut $4 million
N E W YORK (AP) — His economic
Nixon at that arne already had
from a $46 million budget. Clerks won't
performance rated weak, and with standby authority from Congress to
be fired, but retirees won't be replaced.
important promises unfilled, President impose controls. President Carter does
Marshfield cut the selectmen's and
Carter conceivably might be forced to
not, despite an assumption that autown accountant's part-time help, and
act in a manner that could be construed thority is passed on from president to
cut ranks of non-school employees by 10
as imperious.
president.
percent over three years.
At stake, among other things, are
Can Carter obtain the authority?
"They are crippling important
PresWent Carter's reputation as an "Congres:s has always been happy to
services provided by town governinternational leader, and his credibility
give the president standby authority
ment," Town Administrator Guy V.
on the major domestic issue of because it.,.takes responsibility of its
Lapriore fretted — in vain.
—"restoring price stability to an inflation- back," said the Chamber economist.
There are many reasons for the high
distorted economy.
Others might react differently.
taxes here.
The promises were restated at the
Business and latsor,. might consider
One is that many older industries
just-completed meeting of industrial such a move to be a dictatorial inhave moved away, leaving comnation leaders in Bonn, West Germany, terference with their rights, and an
munities heavily reliant on property
when Carter pledged to cut both the explosion of criticism might be extaxes. The state has more programs for
rate of domestic inflation and the use of
pected. But some of the public might
the poor and ill than many other states,
imported oil.
with relief.
react
mandates many programs for which
The problem with such promises is
Still, controls are widely thought to
towns must pay, and requires them to
the delivery, and the chance exists that
represent failure, a resort to power
agree to send all labor negotiations to
tarter can deliver only if he takes
after more sophisticated and
binding arbitration. School committees
unusually aggressive and authoritarian
democratic efforts have collapsed.
are autonomous, their budgets Sarely
action that is bound to stir harsh conAnd the same attitude might pertain
subject to direct public approval.
troversy.
to
the oil situation also. The president
''We are absolutely handcuffed by
At this moment,the president is
has attempted to persuade Congress to
state-mandated programs," says
hardly succeeding in his efforts to
tax crude imports, but with little
Brockton councilman Thomas Kencontrol inflation, now running at better
success. His next move could be to imnedy.
than 10 percent annually. And his efpose quotas.
"What isn't mandated comes under
forts to pass an energy bill have been
collective bargaining. I can understand
frustrated by Congress.
how people feel helpless I feel
In fact, criticism and resistance
helpless."
might even have grown stronger over
Many cities, notably Boston, have
the past year. and could be forcing the
also been generous in granting taxPubliarwr
Wattcr I Apperson
president to consider actions he has so
Editor
It I :en.. McCuti hem
exempt status to property owned by
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
far dismissed.
churches and colleges, and many taxevery afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christ
Theo adrni nistration's anti-inflation
mu Day. New Year!'!toy and Thanksgiving by
payers say there are simply too many
effort has been meeting resistance
Murray Newspapers, line, 10.1• N 4th St ,
government employees.
Murray, Ky 42071 SPC04111(lam Postage Paid st
from business and labor, who fear that
Murray,
Ky 42)71
All that adds up to a dramatic
voluntary restraints might only worsen
SUBSCRiPT10"; HATES In areas served tis
dilemma when tax cuts are considered.
roarer
,
. GAG per month, payable ui advani e
their position while inflation In general
By mail in Callaway County and to Benton. liar
If Califernia's new one percent limit
runs unchecked.
din, Mayfield. Sedalia add Farmington, Ky . and
were applied, the tax bill on Boston's
Ihria, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn , $19.30 r
Se leng,as this attitude prevail& the' wear
• -8•0111
,
.
.
140,088 borne writild Tall from
adhilnidration's jawboning can only
$2,500 to about $400.
Y Olewasererlele
tuck
• Press
get—4611011•P'.' 'ABIFttlet, SOTS
"tr.T`
Auocksier mid
'
e nnfr
•
ens' en
Southern Newspaper
Publishers
, /Myopia!'" tax
Aamociation.
Chamber Of Commerce economist, is
revenues would drop $2.2 billion, or 77
The Associated Mesa in esclusively entitled to
what has been happening: "Rougher
republish local news originated by The Murras
percent, as Compared with a state
Ledger A Times as well as all other Al' news
and more precise."
.surplus of $200 million. in Boston alone;
TEL!EPtIONF:
"Mere is a certain deja vu about it,"
liusineis Office
753-191.
they would plpinmet from $441 million
(Inns-died Advertising
he said. "We've heard it before."
753-191fi
Retail(Display Advertising
to $39.7 million - a 91-percent drop
753
1919
When? "In August 1971," he replied,
ilteulation
7S3-10111
leaving just enough to fund the fire
NI.W11 and Snort'Dept
when President Nixon froze wages
'VA 19111
department.
sf
and prices."
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Business Mirror

Carter May Be
Forced To Act

have been the guest of thier parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Glyco Wells and Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan Futrell.

30 Years.Ago
The Bell City Quartet, Aubrey
Thurmond, and Joe Parker and his
Sunshine Boys will entertain at the
Calway County Farm Bureau picnic to
.be held on July 27 at the Murray City
Park.
•
Sgt. Edward 0. Carlton is stationed at
Boblingen, Germany. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Carlton of, Murray.
Sheriff Wendell Patterson has
released the list of prospective jurors
for* August term of Calloway Circuit
"Court.
Mr. and Mrs. W. -Carter announce
the approaching marriage of their
daughter, Carolyn, to Johnny Reagan. .
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Farris and son,
Buddy, are visiting friends and
relatives in Detroit, Mich.

4O YearsAgo
Joe T. Lovett of Murray has been
elected as new state commander of the
American Legion.
Calloway County High Schools will
begin on Aug. 29, according to Supt. T.
C. Arnett. The schools are Hazel, Lynn
Grove, Almo, Faxon, New Concord,
Kirksey and Coldwater.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Salinda Wells, age 73, Sue Joy
Wisehart, age six, Freda May Wilson,
age two, James David Outland, age 83,
Mrs. Gracie Cook, age 22, Mrs.
Katheryn Boren, age 78, and Mrs.
Charity Parker, age 67.

Jeanne Tucker, Billie Gingles, Isaac
Ford, Don Crawford, LaVonne Rhodes,
Lillian Myers, Maxine Crouch, Fay
Murdock, Marion Murdock,Evelyn Lou
Lockhart, and Josephine Crawford
attended 4-H Club Camp held in Ballard
County. They were accompanied by
Kelly Cromwell, assistant county
agent.
Dr. Philander Priestry Claxton,
president of Austin-Peay Normal,
Clarksville, Tenn., will deliver the
corrunnecement address at Murray
State College on Aug. 18.
The Golden West Cowboys will appear at the Backusburg picnic on July

30,

50 Years Ago
Calloway County court will convene
in Murray on August 6 with Judge Ira
D. Smith presiding.
Graveling of the highway on the west
side of the county was resumed this
past week.
Deaths reported.. this week include
Albert C. Hixon, age 64-,- and S.1'. Scott,
age 76.

The Rev. Sam Rudolph will be the
speaker at the revival services to be
held at the Dexter Methodist Church
starting today.
The Murray Magazine Club will stage
a "Womanless Wedding" at the Murray
State College auditorium on July 24 for
the first of a series of entertainment
which will be given for benefit of the
city cemetery receiving vault fund.
Births reported included a boy,
Frank Nix,to Mr.and Mrs. Jim Hart on
July 17.
Walter-Blakely was surprised with a
dinner celebration of his 50th birthday
-"ar v••
on July 15.

The lord allso will be a refuge for
the ,oppreAsed, a refuge in time of

trouble. Psalm ef9
The lord ic our refuge and strength
who can harm us whiltk in His Care'
Look to the lord for your source of
total love And care in good limes as
well as in limes of trouble
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Seems as though Ray Scott
and his Bass Anglers
Sportsman Society have
experienced a round in court
by a Ms DaVena Babcock of
Hilton, New York.
Ms.
Babcock claims B.A.S.S. was
discriminating against her,
for not allowing her to enter a
New York tournament.
According to Scott, the
president of the 270,000
member B.A.S.S., "Ms.
Babcock's exclusion was not
a matter of discrimination
for discrimination's sake,
but one of sexual privacy."
What's sexual privacy got to
do with bass fishing. Scott
explains that according to
tourney rules, contestents
are paired by random draw
and after checking out in the
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'GOLDEN POND,
Prehistoric archaelogical
survey ''work is what James
Carpenter-- is doing this
summer for 15 weeks at Land
Between The Lakes, TVA's
170,000-acre public'4emonstration area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee.\
"I want to design and implement archaelogy activities
for formal and imformal
groups coming to Land Between The Lakes," Carpenter
said.
Originally from Grand
Rapids, Michigan': Carpenter
is working on a master's at
Murray State Liativirsity in
secondary education with an
emphasis in environmental
education.
Carpenter, 27, is participating in the practicum
program, a program designed

or property protection.
Students receive a stipend
from their universities and
academic credit in many
cases.
With a master's degree in
anthropology, Carpenter is
developing a prehistoric
program as well as doing
research for The Homeplace1850, a living history farm that
reenacts the culture of the
people living in Land Between
The Lakes during the 1850's by
farming
demonstration
methods and household
patterns of that era. • ;
JAMES CARPENTER
internship
the
.Since
to help students gain ex-- program began in 1964, almost
perience in their fields ot 300 students from 46 colleges
study by working in areas in and universities have par42
recreation, environmental ticipated, including
education, wildlife students from 27 universities
management, forestry,' this summer.
engineering, public relations,

Something to think about.
along the line of women in ,
the out-of-doors, a recent
survey showed in 1976, 21
million women fished,
compared with 9 million in
1970. More than 1.5 million
women hunted in 1976
compared with only 869,000
in 1970. Women now have
their own fishing, hunting
and camping clubs.
There is a very nice article
in this issue of "Happy
Hunting Grounds", the bimonthly magazine published
by the Kentucky Department
9f kish Wildlife Resources.
Bass clubbers in the area
were given a pat on the back
for their participation in the
Fishing Special Olympics at
Land Between The Lakes.
The bass men offered their
expertise to the program by
teaching youngster how to
rig-up for fish. Bill Ballentine, president of the Kentucky Lake Bass Club had his
pictures gracing a couple of
pages in the "Happy Hunting
Ground".
Well, it has finally happened. After eight years of
existence and determination,
The National Fresh Water
Fishing Hall of Fame has the
second and most impressive
of seven buildings 'constructed.
The newest
completion is a shrine
building, constructed of
and
concrete,
steel
fiberglass in the likvess of a
giant Musky. The walk-thru
fish building is 140 feet long
and 4 stories,tall at the open
mouth with serves as an
observation platfor for
visitors. Anyone visiting the
Hayward, Wisconsin community should make special
effort to see this unique
structure.
I understand some area

The above "innocence" is a-reminder to leave young
wildlife in the wild and not bring them home. Nicknamed
"Fawnzy",the above young white-tail buck was picked up
by a well-meaning visitor at TVA's Land Between The
Lakes' during the summer of 1977. The individual did
not know the dismal fate created by taking the youngster
from its natural environment. Despite all efforts by TVA
personnel and summer interns to care for the deer, Fawnzy could not survive in captivity, as is the case with most
wild animals. Ed Ray, naturalist, at Land Between The
Lakes announced recently that weekend campers have
brought in another fawn.. According to Ray "...fawns
should be left alone. In most cases the mother is usually
within sight of her young when it is picked up and carried
away."
TVA Photo
anglers are
catching
stringers of crappie but they
are'llishing deep about 20
feet-.to catch them. There is
also a `report • of another
major willow fly hatch on
Kentucky Lake.
For the fishermen who like
to wet a line in the crooked
creek embayment, you will
be interested to know about
the artificial structure
placed in that area. According to fisheries personnel there are four one-

acre
locations
where
structure was dropped.
Those areas can be identified
lay buoy markers. Each oneacre plot has four buoys.
Within the confines of two
plots are 90 artificial
structures made from 16inch truck tires. The other
Swo contain 45 individually
constructed brush structures
approximately 12 to 14 feet
square. All structure was
randomly placed. Try your
luck.
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lure. I will surely give it
another try later.
Bob and Jayne Johnson are
good fishing friends of mine
and we fish as often as
possible. Jayne usually
catches most or all of thefish
while Bob and I have the
privilige of netting them.
Most of the time it isn't
necessary because Jayne
has a habit of over reacting
and she just reels the fish
right on up to the rod tip and
then through the guides. It
makes it easier to clean them
but it is just unnatural to
have all the fish looking like
cigars.
.The fishing conditions
haven't changed much from
last week so hang in there.
•

Terry Williams (left) son of Mr. & Mrs. johnns +A itharns from Murray, treated Chris
Tarry, son of Mr.& Mrs. Jerry Tarry from California to some Kentucky farm pond fishing
recently. The fishermen used a creek minnow to catch this 7 pound bass which
measured 27 inches long.

If a poster, like a picture, is
worth a thousand words, then
an incalculable number of
verbs, pronouns and adjectivet; in priase of the
sportsman's sole in conservation will be on display at
local sportsmen's clubs and
shopping centers this September 23rd as hundreds of
youngsters compete in the
first-ever National Hunting
and Fishing Day poster
contest.
With the theme of "Hunting
and Fishing Are Conservation," the contest will
feature local awards plus
more than 83,000 in national
prizes. A grand prize of a

Beset by financial problems? Don't despair!

BUCKS BODY SHOP

HOOKS
Tires, Wheels
and Accessories

Claxton,
Normal,
?liver the
t Murray

Hooks Wheel Alignment

will aplc on July

900 Sycamore

753-5142

Specializing in servicing tires S. 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
753-6779
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N. 4th
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NHF Day headquarters has
suggested that local judging
be done at nearby National
Hunting and Fishing Day
programs on September 23.
Prizes for the local winners
will be awarded by the
sponsoring club, and local
winners will then send their
posters
NHF
Day
to
Headquarters for national
judging. Winners must be
judged in a local contest in
order to be eligible ;for the
national prizes. "•'-';'•
National prizes will include,
the Grand Prize of a $1,000.00
savings bond, $500.00 savings
bond for first place, $250.00
bonds for second and $100.00
for third. First, second and
Designed to foster an in- third places will be awarded in
creased awareness of the both junior and senior
sportsman's contributions to divisions. In addition, there
conservation and wildlife will be 10 Honorable• Mention
management, the contest is prizes of $50.00 savings bonds.
open to all students in grades There will be 17 prizes in all,- - -5-12. There will be two classes totalling more than 83,000.00.
of competition, including a Deadline for submission of
junior class for grades 5-8 and posters for national judging is
a senior class of grades 9-12. November 1, 1978.
Contests will be organized
For detailed rules and inand sponsored on the local formation; clubs, schools or
level by sportsmen's clubs and students may write: NHF Day
conservation groups. Clubs Poster Contest, Butch Greer.
Interested in sponsoring a Outdoor
EDITOR, The
contest should simply contact Murray Ledger & Times, 103.
local school officials to work N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
out details.
ammuumunt
aammeemereora.ararimbainsu
81,000 savings bond wW be
awarded the youngster who
best illustrates with paint or
crayon what sponsors of NHF
Day programs have been
emphasizing for the past
seven years — sportsmen are
our leading conservationists.
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At lakes with steep banks,
such as Cumberland and
Herrington, a favorite
technique is drift fishing
along the rock walls, either
using crickets, horseweed
worms, or catalpa worms.
Once the fishermen locate a
school of bluegill, they fish
the area thoroughly. But if
the first few fish caught are
small ones, experienced
fishermen will move on to
anOther location, since they
know that similar-sized
bluegill congregate together
and that the larger fish ate
sobmewhere else.
In
western. Kentucky,
particularly at Kentucky
Lake, bluegill fishermen
watch for mayfly hatches. As
these insects hatch, they
land on trees and bushes
over-hanging the water.
Bluegill (and several other
species as well) gather under
this overhanging shrubbery
waiting for an easy meal to
drop into the water.
Sometimes fishermen encourage this to happen by
casting a practice plub or a
lure with the hooks removed
into the bushes,then giving it
a hearty shake to dislodge
the mayflies. They then
quckly cast (usually with a
fly rod) into the feeding
spree that results.
Several tailwater areas can
also be productive bluegill
fishing areas. There are
some fine fish caught every
year below Barkley dam,
and the Darren and Rvugh
River tailwaters are also
good spots.
Then of course there is
always a near-by farm pond.
a cane pole,, and a lazy
summer afternoon,- and time
to thankful for the bluegill, a
fish for both the expert and
the beginner.

first-ever NHF Da/ Poster Contest
Features $3,000 in National Prizes

Fishing Line
I wonder if anyone else has
tied on a fishing lure and said
they would use it until a fish
was caught on it. It is really
tough sometimes. I should
remove all the lures that
don't produce and replace
them with ones that do. It
can get expensive if you
don't watch but I think may
be this has been the cuase for
the collection of duds. Cutting corners or just buying a
copy isn't really the best
thing to do with fishing !urea.
I tried a new aquasonit lure
last Wednesday evening and
I caught a smallrnouth that
was under-size and hung a
big fish of some kind that I
lost after a good fight, in the
first 10 minutes I used the

I'd imagine that if
someone asked Kentucky's
fishermen the question,
"what's the first fish you
ever caught " the overwhelming answer would be
bluegill. Equally at home in
the smallest ; farm pond or
the largest man-made lakee,
this scrappy little fighter Is
usually willing to oblige any
youngster with a cane pole
and a can of worms.
But like its close relative the
largemouth bass, the bluegill
can at times be a temperamental cuss. This
particularly true of the
larger bluegill - a spiecies this
low on the food chain doesn't
make it a bragging size by
• being stupid.
So don't dismiss this fish as
fit game only for kids and
beginners.• 'Catching
"bull'bluegill can be a real
challenge, requiring considerable angling skilland
knowledge of the fish's
habits.
This is especially true for
the fisherman who uses
artificial lures on light
tackle. Fly fishing is a
popular method of taking
bluegill, but some fishermen
make the mistake of limiting
their selection of lures to
surface poppers only. Most
of the time, large bluegill
will be in deeper water
where a sinky fly 'fished
slowly near the bottom is
required. On light spinning
tackle, small do-jigs are also
effective.
Bluegill fishermen around
Kentucky have developed
some specialized techniques
for taking bluegill. At Dale
Hollow, knowledgeable
bluegill fishermen contentrate their efforts around
weed beds, either drifting
over them or still fishing
near the edge of the weeds.
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morning, none of the contestants are allowed to leave
the confines of the boats.
This rule, generally, doesn't
create a problem, but Scott
stated, when the only
bathroom facilities are those
found in that small boat,
there is a problem if one of
the fishing partners is a
lady."
The Supreme Court in the
state of New York denied the
application for a temporary
injunction against the
B.A.S.S. When asked about
being referred to as a male
chauvinist pig, Scott said it
wasn't the first time and'probably won't be the last.
He said the irony of the
matter is that he supports
women's rights.

What's The First Fish
You Ever Caught?
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Kentucky Butiness Scene

Secretaries In Shod Supply
Wanted: Secretaries.
Businesses throughout
Kentucky increasingly are
putting out that notice as the
shortage of secretaries
become more acute.
Five years ago it took only a
few days to recruit a
secretary, but not it takes two
to three weeks, notes an Official at one Kentucky firm
The U. S. Department of
Labor estimates that. about
439,000 secretarial jobs open
up each year, more than in
any other job classification
About 22 percent of these job
'remain unfilled at any given
The staff of Advanced Tire and Auto Service Inc. are Dick Overby, owner, John ' time, and one reason appears
Newberry,service manager, Donnie Prescott and Kevin Knipp.
to be the increased opportunities for women in other
jobs in the business world.

Advanced Tire and Auto Service Inc.
Offers Variety Of Tires, Auto Equipment
Recently a new business
opened it's door in Murray.
Advanced Tire and Auto
'Service Inc:, at the corner of
Fourth and -Chestnut is now
offering a full line of sales and
service to the people of
Murray, and
Calloway
County, as well as to the
neighboring communities.
Advance Tires product line
.offers a wide variety of
passenger car, and truck
tires, recreational vehicle and
farm implement tires, as well
as shocks, batteries, belts, and
other automotive equipment.
In service Advanced Tire
offers a full in shop and road
service to their customers.
Equipted with a modern
service truck to handle all size
and types of in field tire
repairs.for the farmer, and
road serxice for the "trucking

handle customers shop service needs offering alignment.
computerized balancing, tuneups. brake service-and other
automotive services.
Dick Overby. the operating
mgr has been associated with
the tire industry for 6 years,
and has a varied background
in all phases of the business.

Overby is a native of
Calloway Co. and graduated
from Calloway County High
School in 1972.
The son of Mr. and Mrs:
Elvis Overby of Calloway,
Overby is married to the
former Vicki Bolen and has a
son Justin, three.
John Newberry, the former
owner operator of the Five
Points Amoco Service Station.
is the service manager at
Advance Tire, and is well
Their shop is equipted with know arcamd the area for his
the most modern equipment to experience asp automotive

According to the personnel
director of one Kentucky
company, the shortage will
continue with "more and more
women leaving the secretarial
field as more positions open up
for women in the managerial
field."
Officials of Kentucky em-

and
heavy
equipment
mechanic.
Donnie Prescott the service
truck operator is qualified in
farm and road service tire
repair as well as in shop
service. He has 10 years of tire
service experience in the
area.

from 70-80 words a minute to
50 or 60 words a minute.
Market competition for
secretaries was a factor in the
requirement change.
Humana can't compete with
some of the industries on
starting salaries," said the
personnel
firm's
adrninistrator.
Those starting salaries are
large industrial firms can
reach as high as $15,700, the
annual wage for the .stenotypist level at International
Harvester.
While the need for skills at
traditional secretarial functions such as typing and
shorthand may be diminishing
somewhat, increased use of
new and sophisticated office
equipment often heightens
other skills required and calls
for advanced training at
business schools.
The equipment, though,
isn't reducing the demand for
human secretaries. As one
personnel officer put it,
"Executives prefer having
their own Scretaries."

ployment agencies add that
the problem is compounded by
companies that provide little
opportunity for advancement
for thier secretaries, and by
viewing a secretary as a
"women only" job.
Marie Humphries, who
owns and operates a personnel
agency,saeing h secretary
at many ri,l'Ens is a dead-end
street. "Until employers
especially in large companies,
make it known that it needn't
be, there will be a secretarial
shortage,' she said.
Mrs. Humphries said a
hiunber of men qualify for and
would accept secretarial jobs
if companies would hire them;
very few will. "There's
nothing wrong with him if he
does," she said.
To cope with the secretarial
shortage some companies are
lowering long-standing jobs
requirements to find applicants. For instance, the
_typing
requirement
at
Humana, Inc., a Kentucky
company that owns and
operates hosptials, has gone

Begley Co. Raises Cash Dividend
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Mr. R. H. Robbins, left, receives a watch from lames
Tallent, manager of the Murray Big K Store. Robbins,
502 Olive St., Murray, won the watch in a recent
drawing conducted by the Big K Sporting Goods Dept.
All names drawn at Big K Stores were sent to the
home office in Nashville, Tenn. for a Grand Prize
Drawing for a Datsun B-210 Hatchback. The Grand
Prize Winner was Margaret L Marks, Bardstown, Ky.
..4,14.491449
,
44.4*Kulto

The Board of Directors of
Begley Drug Company has
Kevin Knipp is also em- declared a 15.4 percent inployed at Advance Tire and is crease in regular cash
presently being trained to dr) quarterly dividend. This
much of the service work. moves the quarterly dividend
Overby said. 'I• feel Kevin will To (15 Cents) per share of 60
work out to be a very valuable cents annually on the outemployee." '
standing common stock of the
Overby and the sluff • of Corporation.
Advance Tire and Auto See----Begley Drug Company has
vice Inc. Invite 'all their
its Central Offices and
friends
and
neighbors • Distribution Center in Richthroughout the area to-stop by
mond, Kentucky. It operates
and see their ope'ration.
40- full-line tetail drug stores
Overby said, "Our business and six pharmacies in kenstands on the principles of tucky. Jlord 50 Big "B" One
saying what it can and will do, -Hour Dry Cleaners in Florida,
and then standing by what it Iowa, Illinois, Kentucky,
has said.
Missouri and Tennessee. The

Company also operates B & B
Equipment and
Supply
Company, Inc., a wholly
owned subsidiary. B & B is a
wholesaler of dry cleaning
equipment and supplies.

Begley Drug Company is a
publicly held Company with
its stock traded .in the Overthe-Counter market. It is
listed on NASDAQ under the
symbol BGLY.

SANK

Could you be an heir to
an unclaimed fortune?
Probably not, so think
twice before sending
money to the companies
that try to make you
think that, for a fee,
they can make you rich.

•
THE BEST PROTECTION
LIFE INSURANCE
FIRE INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE

KENTUCKY FARM
BUREAU
309 S. 5th

mares

by Bill Boyd

A word to the wise: Save your money! The best
place to save it is, of course, in our savings accounts.

•
RAY T. BROACH ,
R. TERRY BROACH
753-4703
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employees
of
Three
Pagliai's Pizza, 510 Main St.,
Murray. Ky. were recently
promoted, according to Chuck
Wynn, Pagliai's owner. .
Zimmerman,
Albert
Murray, was promoted to
quality control manager,
Michael I. Jones, 1606 W. Main
St.. Murray, was promoted to
service manager. and Robert
L. Baar, Rt. 8, Murray, was
promoted to Food Preparation
Manager.
Zimmerman has been with
Pagtiai's for four years.
Before his promotion he was
in charge of the delivery
service and car maintanence.
Zimmerman, 25, is married
to Teresa B. Zimmerman,also
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PagHa's Pizza Promotes
Three Employees

Kei
Wil
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of Murray.
Jones has been with
Pagliai's for three years. He
moved into the managerial
position after working as a
pizza maker.
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Jones 21, is formerly of
Livonia, Michigan and attended
Murray
State
University for one year.
with
Bear has been
Pagliai's for five and a half
years.
He has a bachelor of science
degree in biology, fromMurray State University.
Baer, 26, is married to the
former Barbara Ann Cornwell
of Buffalo; New York.
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Money Market Certificates
6 Month's

From Gravel Trucks
To Service
Pick-Ups
The Best Protection
Comes From Us

For Example, July 20 through July 26 the rate is
7.75% which is '4% more than the treasury bill.
Each Wish's Rata is
Based on the Treasury Auction

$10,000
Minimum Deposit

Golden
Passbook

Passbook
Savings

All accounts are insured up to $40,000 and interest is
compounded daily from date of deposit to date of withdrawal. Passbook accounts may add tp or withdraw at any
time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends
may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually as the depositor may choose.

N' 12 OR 24 MONTH

30 MONTHS

New
8 Year Certificate
0/
0
8.33% Effective Annual Yield
81,000 Minimum Deposit

6 YEARS

48 MONTH

Certificates Certificates Certificates Certificates

90 Days

Call 753-4451

7
%0
1
2% WA% 7/
5%% 6/
1
2%

Free Estimates '

1.4.4nom•••

Turdom & Thurman
Insurance
Billy Thurman

Annual Yield
6500 Minimum
Deposit

5.39% Effective
Animal V4old

6.72% Effective
Annual yield

•
6.98% Effective
Annual Yield

7.79% Effective
Annual Yield

8.06% Effective
Annual Yield

•

so

Van Haverstock

(Substantial Penalty for Early Withdrawal of Certif(cates)
CHRISTMAS CLUB ACCIININTS URN IS INTEREST*
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Mungay Business News Bdefs
Boston Tea Party Held In Murray
If you missed the Boston
Tea Party of 1773 you now
have another chance to enjoy
the fun and go overboard,
figuratively speaking of
course.
Bill and Jackie Daugherty.
owner-managers of -Perkins,
Pancake and Steak' HOuse,
have broken away from their
franchise and changed the
name to the Boston Tea Party.
The family restaurant still has
the same friendly staff with
family prices and a children's
menu.
Most of the favorite items
from the old Perkins menu
have been retained along with
many new and different. items.
The Boston Tea Patti has a
complete breakfast menu
featuring pancakes, waffles, .
omelettes and new treats such
as Eggs Benedict and Welsh
Eggs. The dinner menu has
over 10 different items including Kentucky Country

WELCOME WAGON RECOGNITION—Welcome Wagon recently recognized four
local businesses that have contributed to the organization
over 10 years. Pictured accepting certificates of appreciation are representatives of
two of those businesses,
Bank of Murray and Ward-Elkins. From left is Welcome Wagon
assistant Ingeborg King,
Joe Dick, president of the Bank of Murray, R.L. Ward, and Mary Hamilton, Harry Recker
of Colonial Bread Company and 1 C.Enix of mix Interiors
were not present for the picture, nor was Kathy Outland, who directs the local Welcome
Wagon organization.

Kentucky Restaurant Assoc.
Will Meet Monday Night

om lames
. Robbins,
a recent
ads Dept.
..nt to the
and Prize
he Grand
vvn, Ky.

The Western Chapter of the
Kentucky
Restaurant
Association will meet at the
Brass Lantern Restaurant in
Aurora, Monday, July 24.
Social hour begins at 6:10 p.m.
with dinner, individually
ordered .from the menu, at
7:30.
Mildred Potter, executive
vice president of the State
Association, will give an
update on 'KRA activities
including the upcoming AllAmerican
Regional
Hospitality and Food Service
Exposition iNp Dayton, Ohio,
September 24-26. The trade
show is co-sponsored by the
Kentucky, Ohio and West

rs

eir to
tune?
think
riding
ninies
! you
I fee,
rich.
e best
gs ac-

Virginia
Restaurant
Associations and includes a
top_ quality educational
program along with the extensive trade exhibits.
Also, at the July 24 meeting
at the Brass Lantern, Dick ,
Thomas, owner-operator of
the Brass Lantern and 1st vice
president of the KRA will
announce the KRA AccuracyIn-Menu -program. Several
state legislatures
have
enacted laws and ordinances
and are actively prosecuting
Truth-In-Menu
violators..
Progressive state restaurant
associations, including
Kentucky's, are initiating
informational programs for

Ham. The unique sandwich
menu has over 20 kinds of
sandwiches. The famous chef
salads head an extensive
salad menu which includes
stuffed tomatoes and a new
favorite to the area; fresh
spinach salad, The menu also
includes soups and fresh
home-cooked vegetables.
And what better place to
have a cup of tea than a tea
party. Cinnamon and Spice,
Irish, English Breakfast,
Mint, Imperial Gunpowder
and Jasmine are just a few of
the over 20 varities of fine
imported tea offered.
The menu is topped off with
a line of delicious desserts
including fresh crepes and
homemade pies. Carryouts
are offered on any menu item.
item.
The two flags most identified with ,Colonial American
and the Revolutionary period,
Betsy Ross's flag and the

Union Jack, help carry the
theme of the Boston Tea Party
throughout the decor. The
back page of the menu carries
brief account of the actual
Boston
Tea
Party
of
December 16, 1773. Surprisingly, it didn't really
happen for the same reasons
you might believe.
The Boston Tea Party is
open 7 days a week. The hours
are 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. MondayThursday, 6 a.m. to midniglat
Friday and Saturday and 7
a.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday. The
entire menu is available all
day long. Private party accomodations for groups up to
50 and up to 100 by special
arrangement are available at
no extra charge.
The Boston Tea Party is
located on U. S. 641 North,
next to Dunn's Furniture and
across from the new Village
Shopping Center.

GNP Exceeds 2 Trillion
NEW YORK (API — The percent rate Many private measurement of output per
worker, has declined by about
government's announcement economists had expected.
At the same time, the 3 percent in at least the first
that the second-quarter Gross
National Product exceeded12 Commerce- Department an- quarter of-the year, he said.
trillion for the first time ever nounced that the inflation rate
—Alan J. Hirschfield, was
scarely drew rave reviews during • the quarter was 10 fired as president and chief
from the economic com- percent, the worst for any executive officer of Columbia
quarter in three years.
Pictures, in a move he blamed
munity this past week.
Jackie and Bill Daugherty, former owners of Perkins
Mach of the spring quarter's solely on the "Begelman
The Commerce Department
announced that the GNP, growth was seen as catchup Affair," a controversy that Pancake and'Steak House,stand by the sign of their newly
named restaurant, The Boston Tea Party. The Colonial
which represents the value of from the almost non-existent has kept the company in
theme is carried throughout the decor and the menu of
all goods and services level of growth in the previous turmoil for months.
the restaurant.
produced, came to ;2.08 quarter, which was hampered
trillion at an annual rate in the bx bad weather and a
—Personal income rose- a
nationwide coal strike.
spring quarter of the year.
moderate 0.9 percent in June,
That represented a 7.4 So economists generally
percent rate of growth, after were more concerned about climbing ;14.4 billion from the
adjustment for inflation, the inflation figures than previous month, to a
which was the biggest surge in impressed with the rate of seasonally adjusted annual
Group Insurance Specialists
more than two years but still economic growth, which rate of $1.696 trilhon, the
Serving West Kentucky & Tenn.
government reported.
somewhat less than the 8 to 9 amounted to about-3.5 peiTent
Private wages and salaries
Representing
growth in the first six months.
grew 0.7 percent last month to
Recent increases in 'shortan annual rate of $1.095
teritinterest rates, which are
trillion. The catagory showed
partly the result of an inflation
fighting move by t.1) Federal a 0.3 percent growth the
previous month.
Reserve Board, also seen as
dustry and,earn graduate signals of , a
possible
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
school credits at the same weakening in the economy.
•
time. The credits 'are offered
slowing
of economic
A
through- Western and the growth this year from last
University of Louisville.
year's 5 percent growth rate is
Murray State University widely expected. But most
•/
along with several industries economists had been saying
has adopted a Bridging the that the current business
Gap program in Mayfield and expansion, which started
Princeton. Industries and about three •and a half years
Western have developed ago, would have enough steam •
*Office Machines *Calculators *De*
f
4
•
/
programs in Elizabethtown to keep going through 1979,
•
*Complete Office Ensembles
and Bardstown.
before a pause or recession. •
Participants are classroom
Also this past week:
teachers, guidance counselors
Bosworth,
—Barry
and
principals
from _President Carter's director of
elementary schools through — the Council of Wage and Price
the junior college level
Stability, told a Congressional
314 Main Street
-It's amazing how many committee • that the overall
Murray, Kentucky 42071
educators have never been in
productivity of the nation is
a factory, let alone worked in
753-0123
badly. Productivity,a
one," says William Lewis, slipping
manager of community
relations at GE's Appliance
Park and director of the
Bridging the Gap program
there. "Bridging the Gap
gives them a feeling for what
,••••••••••••rous
,„
.
it is like."
During the 12 weeks. participants learn about GE's
employment • policies, practices and job opportunities
while taking plant tours and
interviewing employees.
"The kea, of the program is
for the educators to sit down
and talk to the employees
about their job problems
frustrations and rewards.
said Lewis. "The interview
are completely unstructured
and open. The only briefing we
give employees is to tell then;
to be frank, candid and
honest."
The GE Foundation sur
ports the program with $2,000
grants for each university in
the program. "This is a minor
investment for the return
realized," said Lewis. Nine
GE plants across the counto
have
similar
adopted
Our farm insurance covers you
programs.
-

their members to insure that
they will have accurate_
menus.
To complete the evening,
the Unique Boutique, Draffenville, Ky., will present a
special fashion show.
KRA members as well as
representatives from nonmember restaurants are
invited. For reservations, call
the Brass Lanternit 474-2773.
For further information, call
Dick Thomas at the Brass
Lantern, 474-2773 or Mildred
Potter at 502-587-8629, the
KRA office, or come to the
meeting at approximately 8
p.m.

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES

GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone .753-7273

Students Receive ReaMorld Eton.'

FDIC

*******

In Kentucky andthroughout
the country there is a trend
toward more contact between
the academic and corporate
communities.
On the same campuses
where corporate recruiters
were picketed just a few years
ago, representatives of the
business establishment are
filling "free enterprise
professorships," conducting
courses
real-world
in
economics and giving lectures
and seminars.
Examples in Kentucky of
this eloser relationship are
Western Kentucky University's Free Enterprise Fair

***
*
***1

*.

and the Bridging the Gap"
program of General Electric
and other companies.
The Western fair is combined effort of the university,
the Bowling Green Chamber
of Commerce and the commercial
industrial
and
segments of the area. A
Western spokesman said
interest in the fair has "grown
tremendously" since the first
one in 1976.
WKU's third Free Enterprise Fair, planned for
Sept. 27-28 on the campus in
Bowling Green, will include
lectures, forums and exhibits
from some of the country's
leading businesses and in-

NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A eAR1 RENT— A — FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR?
RENT—A—FORD

417rar
..

dustries. Earl Nightingale,
whose daily radio broadcast,
"Our Changing World," is
heard over more than 1,000
radio stations, will be the
keynote speaker.

•
•
•

FORD

•

1

RENTAL AGENT
JOHN HUTCHING

PARKER FORD INC.
701 Main

• 753-5273

We at the

II

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to

ites

yo
*:

Dick Overby
John Newberry
Donnie Prescott - Kevin Kpipp
ackie and-Bill Daugherty
Albert Zimmerman
Robert Baar
Michael Jones

THE BUSINESS MAN'S
FRIEND

•
•
•
•

Last year's fair featured
executives of Goodyear. FMC,
Hilliard-Lyons, Flowers Industries, General Motors and
Firestone. with a keynote
address by former California
Governor Ronald Reagan.
At GE's Appliance Park in
Louisville, springtime is
Bridging the Gap time, when
up to 30 people—mostly
educators—come for 12 weeks
to learn first-hand about in-

1

"That's right! I got my nes*
car financed from the same
place I got ply Shield...."

•
- •
•
•
•

FOR AU. YOUR OFFICE NEEDS!

:

TWIN LAKES OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.

from financial loss when nature
Plays havoc with your property.
Get the facts now!

•
•••4

No Obligation
free Estimates
Come See Us .
The

"MFA Insurance!"
aa

•

Murray
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war
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aid re julfloak lo PIA
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Hit Or Be Hit...
Rose Extends Streak, But Foster Beaning Is Main Concern
•
, •

t

• •

I

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Pete Rose got another hit
and so did George Foster.
Trouble is, Foster's was on his
batting helmet.
For the sixth time this year,
the Cincinnati slugger was hit
by a pitch and it caused as
much excitement in the Red
camp as Rose's expanding hitting streak.

Bench.
-I did all I could to refrain
from throwing that bat or
going out there," said Foster.
'I'm not saying I'm the best
fighter if something happened. but I'm saying the
pitcher who threw at me
would be incapacitated for a
long time. He wouldn't get up
in the morning, just like it was
another morning."

"I hate to say it, but the only
way to stop that kind of stuff is
to throw at the other team,"
said Cincinnati Manager
Sparky Anderson after watching Foster's beaning by
Ross Grimsley in Friday
night's 10-3 victory over the
Montreal Expos.
''He's getting hit too much,
and that will not go on. If anyone throws at his head or behind him, trying to hurt him,
we are going to light that
pitches up — and I mean hurt
him. The party's over. It
might cost us a game. I'd hate
to have that happen but, if it
does, it will be in payment for
all this."

Rose, meanwhile, extended
the major league's longest hitting streak of the season to.34
games With a first-inning
single. He is now three away
from tying the National
League record of 37 by
Tommy Holmes, who set it
with the old Boston Braves in
1945.
"Rose is the one guy on our
club we don't worry about,"
said Anderson. "We hope he
keeps it going, but we don't
worry about it."

from Pedro Borbon in the
ninth.
Rose singled up the middle
on the first pitch of the game
from Grimsley, 12-7, and
drove in one of six Cincinnati
runs when he was hit by a
pitch with the bases loaded in
the- sixth.
.
Joe Morgan drov? in two
runs with his second single of
the inning and Dan Driessen,
LaCoss and Ken Griffey
singled in a run apiece as the
Reds sent 12 men to the plate
iri the sixth.
Pirates 3, Giants 0
Jim Bibby pitched his first
shutout of the season with a
six-hitter and got'a key hit for
Pittsburgh as the Pirates beat
San Francisco.
The big right-handed pitcher singled with one out in
the third inning to open a
three-run rally off Giants
starter Bob.Knepper, 11-6.
Dodgers Cardinals 5
Reggie Smith slugged a
three-run homer, tripled and
drove in four runs to lead Los
Angeles over St. Louis. The
Dodgers' right fielder, now
with 18 home runs and 58 runs
batted in, has homered in the
last three games and has hit
Otte homers in the last five
games.
Burt Hooton, 10-7, scattered
eight hits, one of them a tworun homer by Ted Simmons in_
the first inning, before
needing ninth-inning relief
help.

•

•
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Top Seed In Action
Jeff Leeper stretches for• volley in the Paducah Sun Open tennis tournament Saturday. Leeper,
who played for Murray State's men's tennis teem for three years is the top seed in the tourney.
He advanced into today's fourth round.
Sniff mote by Teal lbw

Golden Bear Takes3-Shot Lead
Over Crenshaw In Philly Classic
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Ben -Crenshaw says,he isp't
afraid of the Golden Bear.
There's still time," said
Crenshaw, who appears to
Lave regained a lost Wm-.
modity — confidence.
Asked how he felt trailing
the Golden Bear — Jack
Nicklaus — by three strokes
after two rounds of the
$250,000 Philadelphia Golf
Classic.
---"I'm not giving up if that's
what you're intimating,"
Crenshaw snapped.
Crenshaw shot a 67 Friday
for a 36-hole total of 133.
Despite his nine-under-par
figure over the 6,615-yard
Whitetnarsh Valley Country
Club course, the former
University ol Texas star, was
exactly'where he finished last
week in the British Open —
behind Nietlaus.
Crensha finished in a tie
for second at St. Andrews in
Scotland. two strokes behind
Nicklaus.
Crenshaw hasn't won on the
pro golf tour since the 1977
Colonial. He said he lost his
confidence when he started to
hit the ball poorly.
- Nicklaus, who holds 1;
major championships, was as
hot Thursday as the 90 degree
weather and high humidity.
He sank seven birdies and no
bogeys in shooting a 64.
Nicklaus tied the tournament record for 18 holes, set
ATTENTION CONTRACTORS
See what
CAT Equipment can do
in actual operation

tr•

Cow by to see and try
a variety of CAT Machines
at our Paducah Branch
1600 N 18th St

in 1965 by R.H. Sikes, and
broke the 36-hole mark of 132
established in 1973 by Jim
Barber.
Concerning the final twr,
rounds._ .14ickiaus.
would say the scoring record
at Whitemarsh) is in danger
if the weather holds up."
He referred to the winning
17-under-par 271 by Hubert
Green in 1974. Green, who led
the first round by one shot
over Nicklaus with a 65,
slipped to a 73 Friday for 138,
eight shots behind the leader.
Nicklaus said; "Obviously I
played well. I really putted
well. And even the shots I
missed I managed to recover
for par."
Oddly, Nicklaus didn't
really want to play this week.
He was anxious to get home to
his family after two weeks in
Scotland. But the Philadelphia
Classic is a designated
tournament, which means all
the stars had to show.
Nicklaus' 'thoughts that he
might be physically and
mentally drained froM the

Foster's beaning occurred
when he led off the second inning, after Cincinnati's rookie
pitcher Mike LaCoss had hit
Montreal's Andre Dawson
with a pitch. Foster shrugged
off the beanball, took several
menacing steps toward the
mound swinging his bat over
his head, but was restrained
by on-deck batter Johnny

In other National League
action, the Pittsburgh Pirates
beat the San Francisco Giants
30; the Los Angeles Dodgers
stopped the St. Louis Cardinals 74; the Philadelphia
Phillies beat the Houston
Astros twice, 8-1 and 8-2; the
Chicago Cubs edged the San
Diego Padres 5-4 and the New
York Mets routed the Atlanta
Braves 12-3.
LaCoss was the winner for
Cincinnati in his first major
league start, scattering seven
hits before needing relief help

British Open have been
proven baseless.
Fuzzy Zoeller and Miller
Barber were tied for third at
134. Lee Elder, Bruce Lietzke,
Bobby Wetzel and John Lister
were next at 135; and John
Schroeder, Bob 7,ender, Lee
Trevino and Doug Tewell were
at 136.
Andy Bean,. the tour's
leading money winner, and
Tom Watson, second top
money winner, were at 137,
along with Gary Koch and
rookie Jim Nelford. U.S. Open
champion Andy North shot a
second straight 70 for 140, 10
•'Often, the person in the
INDIANAPOLIS I API —
strokes .off the pace. And Nancy Lopez, whose __per- lead tries to just hang on,"
defending champ Jerry stinality and accomplishments said Lopez, who has won seven
McGee recovered from an have
captured
We- titles this year, including a
opening 75 for a 67 and was at -imagination
of
golfing record five in a row, in a
142.
America, had a share of the, _spectacular rookie season.
.
There were two hole-in-ones lead going into today's third
-1 don't want to do that. I
in the second round, both on round of the U.S. Women's want to keep on advancing.;
the 145-yard 16th hole. Operr — and still was waiting 'keep on trying to make birSchroeder scored an ace with for the good things to start dies."
a six iron and Jim Mason did it happening.
Despite a bogey, doublewith a seven. Mason shot a
••I'm just waiting for those bogey, bogey string, she
second ' round 67, but didn't .few putts to roll in, a few in a shared the top spot at144,twomake the cut at 142 because of row, to really get me going," overpar, with Donna White,
an opening 78.
she, said after a ha,rd-won 73 like Lopez completing her
had lifted her into a three-way rookie season in this national
tie for the second-round lead championship, and long-time
amateur Carol Semple.
_Friday.
White fired a second
straight 72 on the hilly, 6,115yard Country Club of
season, to three hits in the
Indianapolis
course, while
American Legion Post
second-game win.
Semple had the best score of
73's scheduled
Herndon struck out 11, and
the second round, a par 71 in
doubleheader with
his third-inning two-run single
hoOurnid, breezy weather.
Franklin
at
Requarth
and
Legion
to score Eddie
Field
At 145 were defending
Friday was cancelled
Erwin gavehirn all the offense
titleholder Hollis Stacy,
because
of
he needed.
Franklin's
veteran JoAnne Carnet and
previous commitment to a
David Story belted a homer
another amateur, Cynthia
tournament.
Braves'
in the thir !!! for the
Hill.
Post 73, 10-15 on the year,
,only run.
Hill, a former national
travels
to
losing
Jackson, Tenn.,
Kim Wilson was the
amateur
champion from
pitcher, walking two and today for a 2 p.m. contest,
its
final
regular season
fanning seven.
The Murray Colt League game.
Murray and Paducah
All-Stars will open regional
will clash for the First
play on Friday, August 4, with
BASTAD, Sweden — SweDistrict
a 5:30 p.m. game against a
den's Bjorn Borg outlasted
championship
winner
at Thursday at Legion Field.
tournament
New Zealander Chris Lewis 7The winner of the doubleMurray's Pony League field.
6, 6-3 to advance to the
Tigers100 00-- 1 4 0 elimination tourney adsemifinals of the Swedish
Giants
273 20-14 14 0
vances to the Western
Open tennis tournament.
Mark Denham,Soott Hill 31 and Mara
Young, Kevin Wright; Ricky Smith and
Sectional.
In Saturday's semifinals,
Mark Smith_
Should -Murray win the- Borg will face Spain's Antonio
•
Braves
001 000-1 3 0
district title, it would host
Munoz, who beat Sweden's
Giants
002 00x-2 5 0
the sectional.
Kim Wilson and Mike Gough; Tony
Kjell Johansson 3-6, 6-2, 6-4.

Herndon Leads Giants'
Sweep In Colt League
The Giants laced 14 hits to
bomb the Tigers 14-1 in the
first game, then used Tony
Herndon's three-hitter to beat
the league-champion Braves
2-1 in the nightcap in Colt
League baseball action Friday
night.
Bill Milton and Mark Erwin
rapped three hits each and
Tony Herndon and Ricky
Smith belted home runs to
lead the Giants' hitting attack.
Smith limited the Tigers to
four hits.
Mark Denham'i accounted
for the Tigers"only run with a
solo homer in the top of the
first inning.
Herndon held the Braves,
who finished 12-3 on the
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Veeck Plans Reception When Jackson,
Visit His White Sox Park

MT. STERLING, Ky. (AP)
Tennye Ohr, a member of Yankees
the University of Kentucky .
golf team, put together a 31r- _ CHICAGO(AP — While the
hole total of 146 to win the New York Yankees are taking
Little Mountain Classic,
a wait-and-see attitude toward
. One stroke behind was Ann the pending arrival of Reggie
Jackson, the Chicago White
Combs of Lexington.
Both shot par 72s Friday but Sox are making special plans
Combs had a 75 in the'opening to welcome the controversial
slugger.
round Thursday
When the Yankees play the
Betty Lou Evans of Mt.
Sterling finished third with White Sox tonight, the eve of
153, followed by Sandra Jackson's return from a fiveMartin of Richmond and day suspension, the fans at
Beverly Parker of Murray, Comiskey Park- will be
who tied for fourth with 154s. presented with the candy bars
that bear Reggie's natte.
Yankee Stadium fans were
given a similar treat at New
flitielaad
York's home opener last
April, but showered Jacksir
Center
in right field with the confection after he clubbed a
three-run homer to help beat
•
Chicago.

ORNER

Grand Openin
--Iiiff2M:Vtgdnet

Another First For Western Kentucky

CD

EfeliFD dIASSWARE-dozens of patterns to
choose from-all done in Our Own Shop.
Also Specializing in complete lines of
ENGRAVABLE JEWELRY AND SILVER

1111
7119-11N
•

(ome in and register For FIE GIFTS Through Aug I, 1178

Colorado Springs, Colo., shot a
74. Carner, twice a U.S. Open
winner, had to overcome a
string of three bogeys for a 72.
Stacy had a share of the top
spot until her approach failed
to hold, the green and she
bogeyed the final hole for a 75.
Donna Caponi Young, who.
had the first-round lead with a
68, went 10 shots higher and •
did not make a birdie. She was
at 146.
Vicki Fergon, one of only
four players under par after
the-first round, bogi.!yed her
first seven holes and finished
with an 81 for 151.
- And Alexandra Reinhardt,
tied for second, two shots back
at the end of the first 18 holes,
had a wildly erratic effort that
included eight bogeys; a
double bogey, six pars, two
birdies and an eagle. She shot
77-147.
From a.share of the leacr,
Janet Coles shot 5-6-7 on the
last three holes: double bogey,
double bogey, triple *bogey.
She finished that nine in 42 and
was at 80-151.
_
didn't
escape
Lopez
untouched. A 10-foot birdie
putt on the 11th hole made her
the sole leader and she appeared poised to make, a
runaway.
But she bogeyed the_next
hole from a bunker. Then she
hooked her three-iron on the
par 3 13th, chipped tU 10 feet
and three-putted, missing a.
—second Putt from 12 inches,for
a doulgtr bogey. And she
bogeyed the next hole.

Reggie. He sometimes takes
care of that himself," said
Chicago President Bill Veeck,
who-wenten to offerlis eitieg
on Jackson and his importance at the box office. •
"Even thougt4 the Yankees,
are further out of first place
than we are — and we're awful
-- people here think of them as
the most feared and' hated
foes," he said,"And Reggie is

and it wasn't the one that had
been hit."
After the Yankees, without
Jackson, defeated Chicago 7-4
Friday night to hand the White
Sox their seventh straight
loss, Veeck said of Jackson:
think he's a very interesting man, a very bright
man. But you can tell by the
way we're playing that lain
alliba
ylen.
not infallible.
kees may may
well have won the pennant
without him last year, but they
certainly would not have
drawn as many people, at
home or on the road," he said.
"He's managed to stir up an
alchemy that is becoming
increasingly rate. 'We are
becoming more and more
stereotyped. Slowly hilt
.40.104.4111xs.1,,,,tro
v .....41arslyazr art'_ii2Airig Toeop_le
until after the game
r
fit
no target to hit, anyway.
every so often a man comes
"Years ago, when I had the along who doesirt fit. ..
St. Louis Browns, the "Tt IS, In some strange way,
Teamsters had a night at the refreshing to have a square
ball park for the kids and 'peg that doesn't fit into a
passed_at sponge rubber round hole. ,ft's something to
baseballs. The first ball hit he treasured, and in my
was a fly to right field, andall 0011011, he's One of those
of a sudden there were 400 treasures. Would that we had
balls coming down, of which someone cast in the same
the right fielder caught one
mold."

* important to us because he
gives a focal point to all that
agression.
"Who's going to get annoyed
enough to come and boo
Yankee infielder) Fred
Stanley? If we strike hirebut,
everyone's goingLto say, 'Oh,
that's very nice.' If we strike
out Reggie,they go wild.
"Who's going to identify
with a .220-iiitting, finefielding
infielder?
You
identify with a swashbuckler
-- a guy who belts the ball the
way everyone has ever
wanted to," he said.
Veeck said giving out the
candy bars "wasn't exactly an
original idea
we're not
above stealing other people's
ideas. But there's a small
change from New York: we're

double and two singles and
scored the first of two Chicago
runs in the seventh inning
when the Cubs broke a 3-3 tie.
Mets 12, Braves 3
Nino Espinosa scattered
seven hits and drove in a pair
of runs with his second single
of the game in New York's4
fiverun seventh inning as the
Mets beat Atlanta.
Espinosa, 8-8, struck out six
in only his fifth complete
game in 20 starts,- walking
three. Lee Mazzilli also drove
in two runi with a triple in the
fourth inning as the Mets won
their fourth straight game, a
feat they have not accomplished since July Of last
year.

STOP
SHOCK
Electrical Safety
At Home

By BRt
AP Si
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might as
-It's be
9-0 than 1
Don Ziiii
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shutout si
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Lopez,Though Tied For Lead,
Is Still Waiting For Open Surge

Herndon and Eddie Ftetiiiikt,
*

Pbillies 6-8, Astros 1-2
Mike Schmidt hit his first
homer since June 24 and Dick
Ruthven scattered 11 hits as
Philadelphia beat Houston in
the first game of their doubleheader.
Greg Luzinsid hit his 23rd
home run of the season to back
Larry Christenson's six-hit
pitching as the PhIllies won
the second game.
Cubs 5, Padres 4
Recently-acquired Jerry
White collected three hits and
scored twice7 while pitcher
Rick Reuschel added two hits
of his own to lead Chicago over
San Diego.
White, obtained in a June 23
trade with Montreal, stroked a

Ro
St;

•

Electric power is a tremendous
force for helping us. ft's also a
tremendous force that can hurt us.Each year,in the TVA region many people are _
injured or killed by electricity. The'
reason is almost always faulty a'ppliances
and tools. Or our own carelessness,"

Protect yourself and your family from
electrical shock. Ground equipment.'Use
the Ground Fault Interrupter. Or use
double-insulated tools. Keep equipment
in good working order. Replace frayed
colas. Repair or discard defective
equipment immediately.
Be alert to the warning signal — a
slight shock or tingle. Don't wait for a
second one. At the first warning,take
immediate corrective action. _

Charlie's
row, left:
Back row
Coach Jot

COIt:

Murray.Electric
System 1535312

401 Olive

Analm%hr.w..Nki."‘Dieft.‘
S

*SPECIAL*
Seven Seas Famous

Catfish Filets

r

"All You Can Eat"

Imennomo

$3
3
9

Sale Price

Regular Pru r

9;4

Served with Slaw, Hushpupies
and Choice ot Potato
Special Good Any Night Thru July 31, 1978

*am
Restaurant
Nighatay 841 N.
Murray
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RoyalsPound Red Sox For Seventh
Straight;Milwaukee Within Seven
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
If you're gonna lose, you
might as well do it right.
"It's better that we got beat
9-0 than 1-0," Boston Manager
Don Zimmer shrugged after
the Kansas City Royals,led by
rookie Clint Hurdle's six runs
batted in and Paul Splittorff's
six-hitter, routed the Red Sox
and handed them their first
shutout since last September,
108 games ago. ._
result
The
trimmed
Boston's American League
East lead to seven games over
Milwaukee, while the Royals
opened a 112-game lead over
California in the AL West.
In the rest of the AL,
Cleveland clobbered Seattle
11-0, Milwaukee shaded Texas
California split with
Detroit, winning 4-2 in 11 innings and losing 5-0, New York
topped Chicago 7-4, Baltimore
nosed out Minnesota 5-4 in 10
-innings and, in another
twinbill, Oakland drubbed
Toronto 7-2 before the Blue
Jays earned a split with a 5-4
victory.
Zimmer was clearly wowed
by the Royals. , "I've got a
feeling they'll run away and
hide in their division," he said
after Kansas City won its

seventh straight. "Until
recently they hadn't played
well. But now..."
Splittorff didn't need any
relief help — but he was obviously relieved by his performance. "I just wanted to
get in there and contribute
something for a change," he
said after posting his 11th
victory. "We've only lost one
game since the All-Star break,
and that was mine."
Hurdle pounded-a three-run
homer off Boston's 11-game
winner, Dennis Eckersley, in
the second inning, hit a
sacrifice fly in the fourth and
.ingled home runs in the sixth
and seventh innings.
He couldn't have picked a
better night to tie the Royals'
record with his six RBIs. In
the stands were 14 relatives
from Florida, including his
parents. "I remembered that
when I was a kid and didn't get
a base hit they wouldn't feed
joked.
Indians 11, Mariners 0
Mike Paxton baffled Seattle
with a two-hitter and got
plenty of support from Rick
Manning and Johnny Grubb,
who drove in three runs
apiece.
Paxton had six strikeouts —
and four of them came in thOr

fifth inning, tying a major irf
the nightcap. It was
league record achieved 15 Billingham'
s second straight
previous times.
shutout over the Angels.
"It was just one of those
Ito
Yankees 7, White Sox 4
crap? things. It just happened.
Roy White hit his seventh
I was mixing up my pitches — homer of the
year, a two-run
my fastball, slider and curve shot, in
the fifth inning, then
— more than I did in any other snapped
a 4-4 tie with a two. inning."
run single to cap a three-run
Leadoff batter Dan Meyer sixth. It
gave Chicago its
reached base after the third seventh
straight defeat and
strike got past catcher -Gary the Yanks
their third triwnpli
Alexander for a passed ball. in a row —
A A 7F,S.
all without Reggie
Paxton then fanned Aruce Jackson.
Bochte, Tom Paciorek and ' Don
Kessinger drove in
Bill Stein. ,
three of the White Sox'S runs
Brewers 4, Rangers 3
with a pair of doubles.
Buck Martinez's pair of runOrioles 5, Twins 4
scoring
singles
helped
Mark' Belanger drew a
Milwaukee win for the 10th leadoff walk from Mike
time in 12 gaines. The Marshall in the 10th inning,
Rangers have now lost four in got to third on Rich Dauer's
a row.
single and a . walk to Eddie
The Brewers spotted Texas Murray, then cruised home
a pair of first-inning runs,then with Baltimore's winning run
came back with one in the on Ken Singleton's sacrifice
third and two in the fourth fly to deep center field.
The Braves ran up a 12-3 season record
and the Colt League championship. Front row, front left, are:
Bruce Rogers, John Rice,
inning, capped by. Martinez' Singleton also had a homer,
Gary Long, David Story and Kevin McManus. Back
row ore Coach Phil Rogers, Mike Gough, Scott Brooks,
Kim Wilson, Jimmy
RBI single.
Bynum, Robin Roberts and Coach Ray Roberts.
his 10th of the year, with two
Angels 44,Tigers 2-5
on in the sixth.
Lyman Bostock and Brian
A's 7-4, Blue Jays 2-5
Downing hit run-scoring
Taylor Duncan, Mitchell
singles in the 11th inning of the Page and Willie Horton drove
first game to give California a in two runs apiece to support
victory, but Rusty Staub's Steve Renko's four-hitter that
homer and RBI double and brought Oakland its victory in
JatIc Billingham's seven- the openinggam
e. Al Woods'
hitter brought the Tigers back two RBIs, including
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP):— filed against its athletic
the
have been merged with men's_ my knowledge,they have been _
.ia the-sevent-h--inrrinc-- Punitive- -action- ogoitist the
program is unlikely, says
Thfetics under the UK resolved reasonably...It is a
brought Toronto back in the University of Kentucky for a
Athletic Director Cliff Hagan.
Athletics Association. The little disconcerting. The
secOnd game.
Sex'discrimination complaint
Complaints were filed wernen's sports budget, $3,000 university has made a
against UK, Eastern Ken- four years ago, totaled- significant effort to Tied
tucky University, Western ;502,050 for the 1978-79 school money and meet these (Title
Kentucky University and 38 year.
IX)needs."
y".116
other colleges on a list
"All of our sports are virHagan added, "We've been
reieasad Thursday by the U.S. tually equal," said Assistant in contact ( with HEW), all
Health, Athletic
)epartment of
t
Director
Sue along and showed them what
WASHINGTON (AP) — in the match," Dibbs said.
Education and Welfare.
Feamster. "Waiktit down the we were doing. They thought
se.
Eddie Dibbs, seeking his first
In other quarter-finals, topFriday was the deadline for line, we have (scholarship) the university was doing a
major tennis championship, seeded Jimmy Connors compliance with Title IX of maximums, just like
the men. grand job. I think somebody
needed a hard-fought victory
watched Hans Gildemeister the 1972 Higher Education It is something that is very just delved into the files and
to gain the semifinals at the lose his temper over a Act, which mandates equal visible."
said, 'Oh yeah, we've had
Washington Star Inter- linesman's call in the steamy, rights for men and women in
Doug Whitlock, executive complaints from all these
national.
100-degree heat, then beat the intercollegiate and intramural assistant to EKU President schools.'
•Dibbs let Poland's Wojiek, Chilean 7-5,6-4.
athletics. J.C.. Powell, said the Rich"The- -university has lbeen
Fibak back into the match
Jose. Higueras of Spain '"I'M not worried about it at mond school tria- not been-- involved in • 'discrimination
Friday before beating him 6-1,
flaved 'patiently against all," Hagan said Friday in an notified of ally complaints with women and race - for
Harold Sclomon and -won 6-4, interview. "Some months ago, about women's athletics and years and years.' All the
always make things hard
6-4. Another Spaniard, Manuel maybe even a year ago, added„,. "HEW has never university has to do is show
on myself.Tiet a guy -dead, Orantes, had too many someone did this. Any student really
defined what is a what we've done and there is
down a set and a break in the
passing shots for Chile's can write a complaint. HEW, violation
or
what
is no problem. We've probably
second set and I let him back
JamiiFillol, winning 6-3,6-1.
as a matter of -formality, will compliance."
got the best stance on Title IX Higueras will play. COnnors get around eventually to
President
UK
Otis of any university in the
and Dibbs will meet Orantes 'making contact. I think this is Singletary, who was out Of country."
in tonight's semifinals.
an old thing." .
town and could not be reached
Prominent colleges named
Dibbs, winner of last week's
UK women's athletics since- for comment, previously in the list included Yale,
Cornell, William and Mary,
voiced the same concern.
SAN DIEGO(AP) — Ahnost Western International in
.
Like Hagan and Whitlock, University
seven
of Georgia,
years later, the Ameri- Cincinnati, broke libak's
Charlie's Angels, a team in the lower-division girls' softball league
this past season, are, front
Dr. Shirley Laney, women's University
can Bowling Congress finally serve early in the second set
GT
Illinois,
row, left: Gina Pennington, Dixie Kennedy, Mary Isbel, Michele
Spann and Leischen Kennedy.
athletic coordinator at WKU University of Michigan,
agrees that Lee Taylor is the and needed only to- hold serBock row are Sherida Outland, Patty Kelly, Aaron Burke, Stephanie
label and Liz Fain. In back is
in Bowling Green, said she- University of Wisconsin,.
bowler with the all-time total vice to, win easily. But then
Coach Joan Isbel.
had not been notified of any University of Washington,
high pinfall for series of five came his lapse, just as it did
Thursday night when he
complaint.
University of Maryland.
and six games.
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) —
"Most of the things have University of Virginia and
Taylor of San Diego's rolled dropped a set to veteran Ken
The San Francisco Giants an- been resolved," she said. "To University of Chicago.
games of 279, 244, 257, 258, 299 Rosewall before winning.
He
gave
Fibak
an
opening
nounced Friday night that
and 279 in the Singles Classic
andlost the second set.
BALTIMORE (AP) — With Burke, last year's No.1 draft
pitcher Greg Minton has been
League
on
Dec.
20,
1971. The
anybody."
Angered,
Dibbs
hit
peak
the acquisition of Mike Siani„ choice, was sidelined for the
recalled
from Phoenix of the
But he contended he level first five added up to 1,337 and form in the final
set, boring his Pacific Coast League and that
the Baltimore Colts have 12 season after being hurt on the
the
six
totaled
appreciated in Baltimore,
1,616.
topspin ground, strokes close infielder Vic Harris has been
wide receivers on their third day of practice.
But Taylor did it against
adding: "I hustled, but
to
the baseline , until Fibak asked to report to the PCL
National Football League
In addition to Siara, who evidently it wasn't enough."
three opponents in two-game
faltered. But he was still club.
roster, but they're in no hurry caught 24 passes for Oakland
"I have a lot of regrets matches and the ABC refused
to reduce the burgeoning list.
"I don't know yet what I'll
last year, the Colts ajso have leaving some of the guys," to accept the record, citing a disappointed with his play.
"Guys like (Sweden's do," said Harris who, as a
"This gives us good depth at Glenn Doughty, who had
28 Chester said of teammates rule which said only scores in
Off To
Bjorn) - Borg and Connors five-year major
wide receiver," Coach Ted receptions in his sixth season
league
Ciff
who suffered through a 6-22 three-game blocks could • don't do
that. When they get a veteran, has the option of
Marchibroda said Friday with the Colts.
Others who record for two seasons before count. League officials tried to
guy down, they bury him..
after Siani was obtained in a could stick include
Ricky winning
three
straight get Taylor's mark „certified Maybe it's because of that that becoming a free agent.
trade which sent tight end Thompson, Dexter Feaster
Minton, a right-hander, had
2)3 N. 13th
American Football Con- but it took,a rule change last T haven't
won a major title," a 7-3 record with Phoenix.
Raymond Chester to the and Roger Farmer.
Next to Universitv Book Store
ference divisionai titles. "We year after which the scores Dibbs
said.
Oakland Raiders. "The
were kicked around together, mere resubmitted to bring
possibility of another trade
A fine showing in camp by and we grew up together."
about the recognition.
FREDERICTON, N.B.
exists, but we don't have to." rookie tight end Reese McCall,
"Oakland has a great tight
"The ABC now recognizes (AP) —
Mario Morin, a
The Colts need time to Baltimore's No.1 draft choice,
Ir
end," Chester said, referring .totals scored in consecutive
hockey player from Bakers
— u • e-UAlliiitf
1%
:
;117
assess how three of the wide enabled the Colts to send
to All-Pro Dave Casper, "but games, regardless of the num•
Brook, near Edmundston,
receivers — Roger Carr, Chester back to Oakland,from
they
ber
used
foresight in getting
of opponents involved," New Brunswick,
Marshall Johnson and Randy where he came in a deal for
has been
ready,for a 16-game schedule. George Zeidell, San Diego
ordered to stand trial on a
Burke — recover from knee defensive end Bubba Smith in
They might need a good 'relief ABC director said Friday
charge of assaulting the
operations.
1973.
pitcher'. and I don't mind Zeidell has been trying for
referee at a hockey game, a
Carr, who caught 11
In addition to McCall, the accepting that role."
years to get Taylor's feat on Canadian
touchdown passes in 1976, Colts have veterans Mack
provincial court
While Chester returns to the books.
judge ruled Friday.
snared only one last season Alston and Jimmie Kennedy
Oakland, where he was a No.1
while being slowed by the knee at tight end.
draft choice in 1970 and now
injury. He won't experience
Chester, who during his five has
varied business interests,
more
several
contact work for
years with the Colts at times Siani was granted
his wish r to
weeks.
complained that he wasn't return
By The Associated Press
New York at Chicago
to the East Coast. The
AMERICAN LEAGUE
caught
offense
Baltimore at Minnesota
Johnson, who has
involved in the
Villanova
graduate
f="
was
EAST
BostoNat
Kansas City
only four passes during.two enough, said in a telephone
...
1
W
Pet GB
I.
MilarTukee at Texas.
Oakland's No.1 choice in 1972. , Boston
appears
Oakland
seasons,
injury prone
674
interview from his
52 30
_
got
"He
out
of
fast,"
here
an
Milwaukee
55 r
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healthy, and the Colts ,again home that he leaves the Colts
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55311
92 42
Oakland said. "I think he's Baltimore
1
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Colt League Champs

Sex Discrimination Charged Against
Kentucky, Eastern Ky and Western

Dibbs, Connors Advance
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Giants Recall
Greg Minton

Colts Happy Despite Long Receiver List

CLEARANCE

All Summer Merchandise

3

1/
2

The New College Shop

nc

753-5312

Standings

r4"%04.
11

SUN;SUM
SFYIN1NQ131-ZiOlT,
RUNN1NQ
COOUNQ COSTS
OU'CA—S1GuT

r

RICHARD H.
CROUCH M.D.
announces the opening
of his officefor

Family Practice
a

a •••/Sa

_

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDINC
300 South ash St.
Murruv

Office flours by Appointment

vii,m( 759-4099

.1

Day or Night

51
49
*
30

Seattle

33 113

44
47
47
51

n

537
511
495
433

ew York
,
t Louis

1

--424
344

Friday's Games
Dakland,7-4. Tgronto 24
Calliandi 44. Detroit 24, 1st game
innings _
Cleveland II. Seattle 0
Nest York 7, illskcago 6
BaKlmore 5, Minnesota 4. 10 innings
Kansas City 9. Boehm 0
Milwaukee 4. Texas 3

4? 56
429
38 59
392
WEST
Francisco
97 39
594
incinnati
55 40
I.
579
; os Angeles
.55 41
2
573
,an Thego
415 51
171.
tlanta
42 52
147 14
iouston
41
431 IS',
54
Eridat's Games
iilnlatielphia 641. liouston 1 ,2
Cincinnati 11'1, Montreal 3
New York 12. Atlanta
Chicago 5. San Diego 4
Los Angeles 7. St Nuns 5
Pittsburgh 3. San Francisco ‘,
Saturday's Games
Cincinnati i Norman 84) at Monti-ea,
'tchatzeder 3-1 , '
Pittsburgh .4) Robinson 5-41 at San

To crank down the cost of cooling —
17Set your air conditioner at 78 degrees or higher.
2. Drape out the afternoon sun.
3 Clean or replace the units filter at
least once a month.
4 Insulate your attic to at least R-19
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California
Oakland
Texas
MinneSota
Chicago

Saturday's Games
California .raneira 0-0. at
( Morris 2-4)

I tet

newton ,J R Richard 9-9) at Mita
-- ,-- ---4hottlaneev--fieeettetror—rnirriff—R1v-----PPIAturiTiott
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'
s'- -newts iGolts 1141
Atlanta tP Niekro 794 at New York
Roston Tian' 741 at Kansas
Ihrl
Hangnail&
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3-4
St Lot& (Denny 84) at Los Angeles
Oakland IJ.Johason 74# et Tennis Jobs -WI,ft
(Pitney 0-71, in)
Chicago 'Roberts 4-44 at San Diego
New York iHeritOr zai 4 (,a4flammable 9-71. n
,
4.wets
Wood 104), in)
siikia's Gown
Milwaukee (Caldwell n4) at l'i•WP
Houston at Philadelphia
( Matlack 7.1),
Atlantan' New York
hoadlay's Games
()Menial at Montreal
'Seattle at Cleveland, 2
StlAtill at Loa Ansele‘
Oakland at TOrwidn
Diego
C.alifornie at Deena
td Spn Fran(
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There's no way to take the sting out
of the suriimer sun..(3ut by cooling
sensibly. you can keep the sting out of
your electric bill.
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1 legal Notice
AS OF Jul) 21. 1978, 1,
JameA_ Franklin
Hargrove will not be
responsible for any
debts other than iny
own

2 Notice

PAGI,I I THI
10 Busines Opportinity

6 Help Wanted

WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.

BODY SHOP in basement
WANTED-CUSTODIAN
on private half acre,
Permanent position.
approximately 3 miles
Will give favorable
from town. Call 753-0945
consideration to
BIBLE FACTS INC.
or 1-615-232-6943.
husband
-wife
team.
Calli
Jesus says in Matthew
--s
Mr. Moody, 753-1854,
9:37 -The harvest trills
First Baptist °web for --WELL ESTABLISHED
is plenteous, but the
appointment.
BUSINESg‘for sale due
2 Notice
laborers are few:" For
to
health reason. For
Bible answers or Bible
information write D-12,
study call 759-4600. Bible' COMPUTER
It's A Fact
PROGRAMMER to
Fox Meadows, Murray,
Services Saturdays 3
$14.000 Mr. Oliver, 442Ky 42071.
Free Gift Wrapping
rim to 4 p.m
8373, Lar-Go
EmIs a specialty at
13.For Sale Or Trade
ployment Service.
Storks Hardware
3. Card Ot Thanks
A REAL race naugahy e
12th & Poplar
NE. 14 ol
to take MANAGER TRAINEE,
couch, makes a bed,
753-1=
this opportunity to
$7500
bittersweet color. Will
starting
salary
FREE PARKING.
express our sincere
plus benefits, 442-8373,
trade for antique of
thanks to our friends.
Mr. Oliver, Lai-Go
similar value. 753-7941.
neighbors, and relatives
Employment Service.
for the many deeds of
14 Want To But
ADVERTISING
kindness shown to us PERSON INTERESTED
CORN ON COB. 436-2555.
DEADLINES
during the recent illness
in running a Consumer
All display ads,
and death of our loved
Service Center. Couples
BOY'S 20 inch bike. Call
classified displays and
one, Gracie Mct1ure.
preferred. Unlimited
753-7650.
regular display, must
We thank each of you tor
potential, 5500-8800 partbe submitted by 12
your visits, food, the
WANT TO buy used Gym
time. 753-3763 for apnoon, the day before
beautiful floral offerings
Set. Call 436-2742 after
pointment only.
publication.
and especially your
6:00.
reader
All
prayers. A -special SECRETARIAL
WOULD LIKE to buy
classifieds must be
thanks to Dr. Bill
POSITION
good used-mobile home
submitted by 12 nodn
Jackson, Byrn Funeral
AVAILABLE at MSU
Call 753-7438.
the
Home, to J.C. and Edith
day
before
Permanent full time,
publication.
Warren for the beauriful
excellent typing skills
WANT TO BUY STANsinging and to Bro.
required, 60 w.p.m.
DING timber. Will pay
Donald
McCulley
for
his
minimun. Must be able
FOR
WATKINS
top
prices percentage or
words
of comfort. May
lo take dictation at 80
Products. Contact
acre..Call 498-8757.
God
bless
each
of
you
is
w.p.m.
Holman Jones, 217
Apply
for
our prayer. The Family
15.Articles For Sale
position at the Personnel
South 13th., Phone 753of Grade McClure.
Services office at MSU.
3128
PEA SHELLERS, does a
bushel in 30 minutes,
I WANT TO express my PARTY
PLAN
COLOR PORTRAITS,
$9.88. Wallin Hardware,
thanks
for
all
the
kindSUPERV
ISOR
bring as yours for extra
Paris.
ness shown me during
MERRIC-MAC
toy
copies. Made, from any
my
stay
in
the
parties
hospital;
has
opening
for
size into any size.
CHIMNEYS. all fuel.
all_the nurses on second--- au pe-r
-Walletslow as 24 cenis,8
triple wall pipe, 6" x
floor,
Dr.
Hugh
Houston,
demonstrato
rs
in
your
x 10 $2,40. Fast service.
30",
$17.88. Installation
friends and neighbors,
area. Quality mer„Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
kit, $26.95. Wallin
the ones who _sent
chandiseHighest
753-0035. Free Parking
Hardware, Paris.
flowers and cards. May
commission. No inlot, use our rear erlGod
bless
•each
and
vestment,
delivering
or
trance.
evervone. M. Carroll.
collection. Call Ann • WEEDY
WEEDEATERS, Model
Baxter collect 319-5565. Lost And Found
5011
or 597, $43.99. Wallin
8881 or write MERRICSwimming
LOST BLACK
oc er
Hardware,Paris.
MAC, . Box
1277,
Spaniel near North
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
Pools
FREEZER BEEF choice
Elementary School. If
Western Ky. Pools
grain fed-aged beef.
found call 753-4103 or FULL TIME DESIGNER
Frontguarte
r,85 cents a
442-9747
753-4447.
hast_e_
pound, whole of'half-95
experience. Send
fidepeali, Ky.
cents a pound. hind
LOST. ONE 1966 T-Bird
resume to P. 0. Box 32N,
quarter, $1.05 a pound
hubcap on Doran Road.
hanging weight. Food
$20 reward. Phone 753- MEDICAL . RECEPM& G
COMPLETE
.Stamps accepted. We
4395.
TIONIST for family
GLASS COMPANY. We
also • do
custom
physician in Murray,
FOUND
have exparlded our
SUM
OF
slaughtering,
Paris
Secretary
experience
business to better serve
MONEY in paper clip in
Meat Processing, 642required; medical office
this community and in
College Courts area.
8201 off 641. One mile
experience
helpful.
doing so, we have moved
Must be able to identify.
north of Paris on old
Good .pay. Send typed
Call 767-6154.
to a new location at 816
Murray Road.
letter and resume inColdwater Road, Phone
cluding salary history to
6 Help Wanted
WE BUY AND SELL used
75.3-0180.
P.O. Box 32 P. Murray
'WANTED
STAFF
air conditioners. Dill
Assistant-Secretary for
Electric, 753-9104 or 75312. Insurance
Health Education field,
1551.
Gene & slo's
salary negotiable. Call
Will Be
GIRLS 26" bicycle,
Mrs. Underwood 753Closed From
manual typewriter. Call
9838.
492-8374.
July 24-29
NEED BAI3YSITTER for
infant Morning light
housework. Need own
With Crop-Hail InJust received another
transportation. Send
surance.
load of school desks
:X•e weight with Dex-A
•
references to Rt. 7, Box
Protect the value of
helps curb appetite. Ger.
from $1 to $3.50 also
140
uretic effective . stunuL,- •
your growing crops
six
Payless Discoutt
manual
from the devastating
typewriters, refrigeraHELP WANTED. Apply
effects Of hail.
tors and
stoves
in person at Rib Shack.
aistemomaswi
Stop by today
arriving
everyday.
753-4171
Joe Sledd
Got' 5 water coolers.
FAMOLIRE,
Murray Fdrd Tractor,
STATION ATTENDANT
Agency
Size 114/
1
210,
520 S. 4th, 759-4895.
needed. Apply at X-Cel
505 Mat--. Street
New Shipment
Oil Co., 403 Sycamore.
753-5842
C *toes IL Styles

Weather
the
storm

The Shoe Shack
OH,

HAW-44 AW

HERE COMES
NANCY--- I LOVE
TO MAKE HER 'MAD

MULE BAILEY
.P0 I HAVE
TO SCRuft Our
1/4056 PAILS

THANKS,

.JERRY --

;;;;T:.:.1:-,.0,

C

*wed ;mire Sygreaune

/ACCEPT YOUR wORK! GO Al'
IT WiTN ENT'HUS/ASM
WELL AND YOU'LL Et4P

LOY1010 IT!

I I
et•IIBIE

SWINDIG,HiAtc
YOU sEr.N 1-14G
-Pf40916` RILL
THIS f190917-H.2

IT

UP

WANT ADS ARE YE BEST NIYIA
16 Home Furnishings

15 Articles For Sale
FOR SALE most any type
of decorative., rock,
white, pea gravel, or
brown. Also for sand,
lime, or driveway rock
call or see Roger
Hudson, 753-6763 or 7534545.

ANTIQUE IRON bed
excellent condition. Call
759-1078 after 4 p.m.

+tut yisirixvit
Freezers 8.
Room Air
Conditioners

FOR SALE:- 3 drawer
desk, gold couch, triple
dresser, reasonableypriced. Call 753-9321.
CROWN DELUXE gas
range, harvest gold,
excellent condition, used
1 year. 489-7773 after 5
p.m.
BOYS CAPTAINS bed
and chest, like new. Call
753-5685.
HIGH BACK antique
walnut bed, $300. Call
436-2648 after 6 p.m.
REPOSSESSED
CONSOLE stereo. only $17
per month, W. A. C.
Goodyear Service Store.
12th & Glendale, 7530595.
INi OUSIIIISSMAPi S CISORT10111 !INN
PIRINTING"

PRINTING
102 N. 4th - 751 5397

15' RUNABOUT boat and
small stainless steel
chest type deep freezer.
753-6206.
TWO WHEEL garden
tractor and equipment.
Call 753-0566
Sinkers-50 lb. box
$12.95. Styrofoam Insulation '2" 4x8 $2.40, 1"
4x8.$4.80.-Particle Board
4x8 $3.75,
4x8
$4.25. Plywood '2'' 4x8
$6.75, NI" 4x8 $8.00.
Exterior Siding 4x8 $7,00
& up. Shingles No. 1
$18.75 per q. Shower
Stalls
$125.00
ea.
Paneling 80 selections of
4x8 sheets from $2a5 to
511.00. Vanities'from
$45.00 and---up. Vinyl
Floor Covering 62.50 yd.
6' Wide. Cedar.. Closet
Lining - 4x8
$4.50.
Fiberglas Seconds for
trailers, awnings &
carports from 5.13 to
$.28 per sq. ft. New load
of used office desks, &
chairs. New load of
doors $5.00 & up. New
load of plexiglas $1.20
per sq. ft. & up. Ross &
Trick Salvage Mdse.,
Inc. Hwy. 45, 1 Mi. So.
Martin, In. Phone: 5872420 Martin, Tn. 38237.
Open on Sat. until 3:00
p.m. .

West Ky.
Appliance Center
Sales & Service
641 R.

753-447$

MAYTAG WASHER and
dryer, harvest gold,
perfect condition, less
than 2 years old, $625,
new price $375. Sears
Lady Kenmore dishwasher, avocado, $100.
Call 753-5487.

16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
AUTHORIZED
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call
443-6469. IN MURRAY
call
TONY
MON7516760.
19 Farm Equipment
FOR SALE tobacco ana
tomato sticks. Call 4892126.

2 Musical

27. Mobile Home Sales

PIANOS AND ORGANS
- large
selection
'available, rentalpurchase plan available.
'Selection - quality price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop for
yourself and see. Open
Friday's
til
8:00.
Claytons, Dixieland
Shopping Center, 7537575.

11=1:111111
FREE
Inspection
Kelley's
Termite
& Pest
Control
100 Soweto 1316
Moos 753-3/14
In Business Over.

30 Years
Certified By EPA

24. Miscellaneous

1975 14x70 all electric.
Two bedrooms, two
baths, excellent condition, 59500. 436-2711.
sx35 MOBLIE . home,
furnished, $1250. Call
436-5596.
UNFURNISHED owners must sell 1977
Skyline, 14x70. Call 4928892 after 5 p.m.
28. Heating & Cooling
la,500 BTU Frigidaire air
conditioner, good
condition, $175.. 753-6319
6319.

PRESSURE CANNERS,
polished
heavy
aluminum. Holds 18
pints, 7 'quarts, or 4 half
gallons, $43.95. Wallin
Hardware,Parti.'
'
- -

KING AUTOMATIC wood
heaters, deluxe porcelain cabinet, cast iron
grates. brick lines,
$199.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

TOMATO JUICER, no
peeling, no coring, no
pre-cooking.
Wallin
Hardware,Paris,

USED- TIN ROOFING,
and ear corn for sale.
753-4416.

OEM

ST. BERNARD AKC
registered,5 months old.
Rare color, white-with
blue eyes, $100. Call 4362711.

IDEAL
vestment
Street..
presently
per mont
with fendt
and gard
low prici
Nelson Sh
Uncle Je
Center, 75

41.Public Sales
10x50 TWO BEDROOM
mobile home, fully
carpeted, built-in
coppertone appliances.
Located in Haywood
Vista. 'Call between 6
and 9, 436-5337.

SHARP MICROWAVE
oven, stainless steel
interior, cooks, browns,
and defrosts, $199.95.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.

BUSH HOG type mowers,
4', $295; 5',$325; 6',$475;
Kough TWO WHEEL TRAILER,
$650.
7',
new bed, new tires, 4x8,
Equipment, .10 miles
12 inch deep. See at 519
west of Murray on 94.
Whitnell Avenue. Call
Call-382-2207.
753-7943.
W ANTTO BUY I-rosr pull
type corn picker. Phone WE HAVE accumulated a
753-6215 or 753-8329.
great number of No. 2
blocks of all sizes, will
WD "45 Allis Chalmers -offer for ,sale at a
tractor with equipment.
greatly reduced price.
Price reduced:Call 492753-3540.
8178.

Poll SALE, 15 polled

12x60 51M Avenue, air
conditioned and partly
furnished, underpinned
with tie down straps.
753-5233 after 6 p.m.

38. Pets Supplies

29 Mobile Home Rentals
EE BR trailer east of
Almo, $60 per month.
753-6791.
FOR RENT, 2 bedroom
trailer, Shady Oaks. 4892533.
MOBILE HOMES and
Mobile borne spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3380
31 Want To Rent
WANT PASTURE for 4
horses. Call 753-7619.
WANT TO RENT 1
Bedroom house...Call
753-8135.

SALE:
MOVING
Saturday, July 22, 602
Vine
St. 8 till ?
everyt.Ni.from a curry
comb to a 'king cane.
eke
Furniture, ca. .es from
-infant to adult, bicycles,
toys, games, material.

Guy Sr)

=MI

'Yost
In Ile
75

FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres 42 mile south of
Wiseharts
Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.

401 Sycernof

BRICK HI
come pr
into this 1
and pay I
present
come of
This ho
bedroom:
formal liv
room, bi
built-in ov
central at
heat. Inas
furnished
rented for
Located
sity. Phon

WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
In the-vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown„
school, and hospital. the
home includes the
drapes, refrigerator,
stove, and dishwasher.
Cali
JOHN
C.
NEUBAUER,
REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.

WHEN Y01
7., kids, not
show this
-' country...l
s
rg
tbheroo
ed larn

TNE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707 s

; and lama)
lo
. acre
painted in
Priced in
LORET'
REALT01

Wide Jetts Sheiweill Clow

BY OWNER on
carama Drive. 3 BR,
living room and dining
area combined, kitchen
and den combined,
appliances and curtains
with house, patio with
grill, large established
lawn, built-in garage.
Call 753-4673.

Hereford cows, 12
SPECIAL REDUCED, 2
winter calves,
WANT TO RENT 3
BR mobile home with
registered Polled Bull, 'SMOKE
ALARMS,
bedroom house. Call 753gas heat, window air
all young cows and bred
battery operated by
813$.
:conditioner, built-in
back, $8000. 753-3625.
Water Pik, $16.88.
range on 100 x 125 lot, 1
Wallin Hardware,Paris. , HOUSE NEEDED for 3
mile east of Murray.
5000 -FORD Diesel and 11'
students in town or
Wilson Insurance and
disk, $5500. Grey Ford- FIREPLACE
country. Call 753-0749.
ENReal Estate, 753-3263.
Fergurson tractor,
CLOSURES with glass
32 Apdrtments For Rent
$1000. Call 753-9773.
doors and wire mesh
PRICE REDUCED $5000
draw screen, all sizes
on this 70 acre farm with
NICE
FURNISHED 1 BR
TRUCK TOOL BOX.
and finishes, $64.99.
35 tendable acres.
apartment.
Inquire
100
Deluxe, $92.50. StanWallin Hardware,Paris.
Owner moved out of
S. 13th.
dard, $85.00. Truck bed
state and wants to sell!
protectors, $75.00. Tail
WANT A PEN PAL? Mail SECTION 236 Kederal
Priced now at $30,000.
'gate
protectors,
Date line, P.O. Box 215,
housing, 2 BR unDon't delay on this
stainless steel, $15.
Puryear, TN giving age
furnished apartments.
bargin. Act now by
Vinson Tractor Co. 753and race.
Apply in person at
phoning
KOPPERUD
4892.
Murray Manor, Office,
REALTY, 753-1222.
MISCELLANEOUS
Duiguid Road. Call 75320 Sports Equipment
ITEMS for sale. 30x60
8668.
20 HP MERCURY outformica top
desk,
board, rims good. $150
portable dog pen, 20 cu.
APARTMENT NEAR
Also boat and trailer,
ft.
side
by
side
University, couple only,
call 436-2516
refrigerator, golf clubs,
$275 including utilities.
ONE SANYO, receiver,and 5'2 year old English
Available August 10, 436one Scott turntable, two TWO WHEEL' utility
Setter with papers. 7535479,
trailer, aluminum car
Craig 5107 speakers
8432 or 75.376201.
36 For Rent Or lease
top boat and motor. Call
Will sell separatley or
753-1261.
together. 753-7228.
LOOKING
FOR
A TWELTH STREET, B-4
"Professional Services
•
bargain in a 25" color
Commercial lot for
With The Fnendly Tower I
ONE BOAT TRAILER,
ANTIQUE BRASS fire
lease. 175' frontage 189'
TV? Just received a
excellent condition with
screen and irons, like
deep. Call 753-7618 after
shipment
100
of
MOVE ONE MORE
wench
and trailer hitch.
new. $25 for Set. Topper
5:00.
Magnavox TV. Four
TIME. . TO • YOUR
call
753-8119
753-6209.
or
for El Camino $100. Call
have damaged cabinets,
NEW HOME. . . 306
753-3017.
with
TV's
perfect
Broach, near UniverFOR
SALE:
1977
Mini
comprete new warranty.
sity, -3, bedroom, luz
aluminum 17 ft. Run-ATWO 2000 GALLON tanks
Warehouse
company
Trucking
loss
bath • B.V.,
well
Bout
Bow
Rider
with
for sale with own skids.
Storage Space
decorated,
is your gain. Come in
electric
walk-thru
windshield,
489-2392
and make an offer.
carpeting.
beat,
For Rent
1977 Johnson 85 hp Tilt
-Clayton's formerly J&B
Washer,
dryer,
753-4758
.-and Trim motor, less
draperies, antenna inMusic, Dixieland
than 10 hours use and
Used Furniture
Center, Murray. KY.
cluded. Won't Linger
37.Livestock Supplies
-1977 Holsclaw trailer,
Used Apph0110$
On The Market at
vinyl top, bow, aft and
21.Mobile
ONE
SOW
Home
and
eight
pigs
Sales
Used TV's
$29,900.
Boyd-Majors
side curtains, cost new
for sale. 7539681
Real Estate, 105 N.
Hodge & Son, Inc.
over $5,000 must sell for 1976 MODEL 14x70 real
12th.
nice mobile home, SIX 10 WEEK old pigs for
205$.. 54
$3,800. Call 354-8920.
completely furnished on
sale. 436-2555.
14' MAXCRAFT bass
large lot located on East
FOFt SA1.E by, owner. 4
boat, 30 hp Chrysler and
Highway.
Call 753-8422.
EXCELLENT PLEAI
qua
y
FOR SA ,
BR 2' bath, central gas
trolling motor, $1500.
SURE
Walking
horse,
items, electric stove,
heat
and central electric
12 x 61 MOBILE home, 3
Gall 759-1941 after 4 p.m.
- gelding, 15.0 hands,
desk, lamps, oriental
bedroom, bath and half.
air, carpet throughout,
or can be seen 1- at
extremely
gentle,
table, massage table.
753-0566.
fireplace. 1 car garage,
Frank's Garage on .4th
perfect for young persword, white fabric. 75315 x
building in
Street.
_
st,nor
one seeking a
5281.
DOUBLE WIDE mobile
back with heat, carpeted
22 Musical
pleasure
horse.
upstaris, front walk,
home for sale, 753-9422
THREE PIECE blonde
Chocolate
brown,
white
KIMWALL.MUSIC Center
patio, porch is tiled,
or 753-9706
bedroom suite with box
stocking, $800. Includes
un Broadway, Paducah,
has basketball goal,
springs and matress,
Western & English
Ky. Across from Irving
12 x 60 TWO BR with
beautifully landscaped
good condition Call 753%raddie and bridle
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 443-3879.
separate Utility room.
and
professionally
3730.
Inquire at 767-6417 after
Shop if you like, but
753-1335 or 489-2774.
decorated. Lot an each
9 p m.
check oue prices. Open
side of house both 100 x
Bn
ATIl
iteTt
,dnever
ar:
IB
tiq
, uneewbe
LOVELY TWO bedroom
. late Friday nights.
150 that can be bought if
38
Pets
Supplies
uncrated, right hand.
On
home
mobile
interested. Call 753-177?
White
beautifully landscaped
8
7
1U
-SIC LESSONS: imTWO COCKER SPANIEL
or 753-5751.
curved foot board. 6
mediate openings for
/
3
4 acre lot. This home is
pups, 1 male and I
-drawer wtth fe14-11P
Maim,- organ; or -voter
in excellent condition
-4:41
-16ikagaraidlio-Asiweesenn=aa-LaBitiiikeeseadsmase-- laspaciamosehee-,with' manly,
' -Call 489-92,,..
ERTY for sale. Located
Located about 3 miles
teaching with degrees in
on South • 12th Street.
FOR SALE formica and
music. Private• lessons _ out of Murray just off 94
BULL TERRIERS,
Ideal location
for
Wilson art, larnanaid
- age 6 and up•--- beginE. on Hwy.280 about 114.
Chows, -17dIde`n
restaurant, or any retail
plastic, sizes TO' -road
gravel
miles. First
ners to advanced:Retrievers, and Scotbusiness This is a 137' x
4'102' at 50 coda per sq.
Rental purchase plan on
past East Elementary,
ties. Ducklings, Geese,
183' lot, prime business
ft.. Cabinet door hinges
piano
third mobile home on
and
organ
Cock-a -tills, Old Yeller
location. Phone KOPat 10 cents 'per pair.
(
7'
517ayton,
5,
the left. Can be seen
Dixieland
Dog Food, $8, Dogwell
PERUD
REALTY, 753West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
Shopping Center, 753after 5 p.m. and all day
Magazine, Paradise
1 222 for `More InStory
Avenue.
weekends.
1203
Kennels, 753-4106.
formation

11 '

REAL
753.

'Profesaio
With The Fri

MAKE
HERE...
Redecorat
on
con
mercially
Potentia
bonanza,
on one sid
other. Cal
One Toda
to $21,2
Majors F
105 N. 12th

Monday'
PRICE 1
4-

e

Two
cerami

firepla(
built-in
garage
0%311
$110,00(

1

, BUT', PEAR T DO N

G

KM,194 TOUCH W11
.
1-4 AU..
MY GNI_

SNOULD HAVE
MARRED A HGRMIT

FRIENDS

TIN MANTON
wtARKCWE ter oN •
St

irs GETIV46 Too
rims
NEIGHOORHOOGi.

CR2W0E0

LET'S "ACNE,
DEVIL.
1rike
/7
J
44

Cow,v.
•

\moo.

COI
*CO. 1siah cornbi
• *CO.
Homemade

SPICI)

kVA 1
•VW TI
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OPEN SHOP IIIIHE
e

ARD AKC
months old.
white • with
00. Call 436es
SALE:
luly 22, 60'2
8 till ?
'tom a curry
'king cane.
!IL RS from
ult, bicycles,
s, material.
011111'
by owner; 25
tile south of
Grocery.
and pump,
farm. Call
), or Jimmy
or 753-2394.
UST listed a
priced two
home in a
Mon. This is
Lty of 6th and
a close to
downtown,
hospital. the
7ludes
the
efrig erator,
dishwasher.
OHN
C.
It,
206 N. 4th
1 or 753-7531
good buy.

SNROAT
ALTORS
.1707
monies came,
OR

ER on Cir•.
hive. 3
in and dining
iined, kitchen
combined,
; and curtains
e, patio with
e established
It-in garage.
73.

EDUCED, 2
home with
window air
r, built-in
10 x 125 lot, 1
of Murray.
iurance and
te, 753-3263

11.10ED $5000
!re farm with
ble acres.
ived out of
vents to sell!
v at $30,000.
ay on this
ct now by
KOPPERUD
753-1222.

Sem ices
nidly Touch-

,TE MORE
TO • YOUR
IE. . . 306
iar Univeriroom,
V.,
well
electric
arpeting.
dryer,
antenna inin't Linger
Market at
oyd-Majors
te, 105 N.

by owner. 4
, central gas
Aral electric throughout,
car garage,
building in
,at, carpeted
front walk,
.711 is tiled,
tball goal,
landscaped
ressionally
Lot en each
e both 100 x
be bought if
Call 753-17;

ale. Located
12th Street.
.ation
for
or any retail
its is a 137' x
me busines4
hone KOPULTY, 753'More hi-

43.Real Estate

43. Real Estate

cutsSIREDS HENRINORIORENS

SIMME111

49 Used Cars & Trucks
50. Campers
51 Services Offered
51 Services Offered
1974
OLDSMOBILE Delta
FOR SALE - Ideal
IDEAL SMALL in88 Royal, burgundy on
WE BUY
wooded building site
STARCRAFT
vestment-509 N. 6th
PAINTING INTERIOR,
burgundy with white 1974
BUSHOGGING and
consisting of 3.18 acres
Purdom I Thurman
Starmaster
8, excellent
Street.- 3 BR home
exterior. Also dry wall
top. Has power and air,
discing. Call 753-1261.
and located in Graves
condition. Call 345-2028,
presently rented for $150 Insurance & Real Estate County 9 miles
finishing. 10 years exextra clean car with
SouthMayfield.
per month. Large lot
perience. Call 436-2563,
45,000 miles, $2450. Call
Sourhs,dis Court Square
west of Mayfield at
,
with fenced bacic yard,
,
aNttip
Ralph Worley.
&term, Kentucky
492-8102
after
4:00
p.m.
intersection of Hwy 45
and garden spot. Low,
1972 STARCRAFT
753-4451
and Bell *r. • This is a
Ofit
it7:
Internation
low price of $14,000.
al
Starmaster 6, pop-up
NEW
NEED TREES CUT?
1977
•
choir
of property
Nelson Shroat Realtors,
camper, electricor gas
4x4 Scout SS2, 4 cyl., 4
Landoll
Tree
Service.
ancharf.need
.very
QUALITY SERVICE
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
/ speed, oversized tires. refrigerator, has Call George Landolt,
CAR 'A
reasonable at $5500, and
SPLIT LEVEL, this
TrucksCompany Inc. Air conCenter, 759-1707.
awning,
Located
753-8170,
at
excellent
ASS,_
owner will finance.
13spacious 8 room split
dition sales 'and serTrailers-Buses, Inc..
condition. Call 436-2489.
Phone
KOPPERUD
level has ip its 4000 sq.
FOR FAST SERVICE on
753call
Hwy.
641
vice. Modern sheet
or
S.
.
,
REALTY, 753-1222 for
ft. 4 BR, 2:bath, large
all electrical work, call
FOR SALE overcab
' 1372.
metal
department.
more
information
.
Spann
Guy
Realty
recreation room I.R.
Tony Teschner, 354-8531.
camper for long wheel
Larry
Wisehart,
kitchen, and utility
"Your key People
354call
If no answer
base pick-up. ComPresident. Phone 7531977
DODGE
Charger,
In Real Istate
room, It has central heat
8201.
pletely
self-contained
9290.
black metallic white
753-7724
Waldrop Realty
and
air,•
carpet
House
e
en
be
can
of
El
at
901 Sycamore
Murray, My
stripes,
full
power
and
Business
ALL TYPES backhoe and
throughout and its own
197P Uno.ct Feature Synd.rale
Willow, 4 miles east on
all extras. 753-4891.
DRIVEWAY WHITE
private well. Only a.
septic tank work. Field
Since 1956Hwy. 94. Phone 436-2437
rocked and graded, ripstones throw from
lines
tile
installed,
7514646
28
after 8 p.m.
1950 FORD Club Coup for
rap
delivered and
Croppie Hollow, 10 miles
years
experience.
i IF 1 COULD SALVAGE SOME 01
= THOSE
sale. Also restored 1962 197b 25' STARCRAFT
BRICK HOME plus inplaced, decorated rock,
SE of Murray on Hwy
Licensed
through
Health
YOU'LL LIKE inviting 4)6721 PIECES OF SPACE JUNK FLOAT- Nash convertible. Phone
come property. Move
all kinds, masonry sand,
travel trailer, bunk bed
280 just off. Hwy. 121.
Department. Call Rex
your friends over to this )1\1
into this beautiful home
AROUND UP THEIR I-COULP MAKE 753-1271.
.free estimates. Call
style 8, complete with
This is your opportunity
Camp, 753-5933.
14x35 rec .room with
and pay mortgage with
Clifford Garrison, 753hitch and awning. 753to get a steal without
A MILLION.11
1973 VEGA 4 speed, GT
fireplace.
Enpresent additional in5429 after 4 p.m.
7728.
SOLAR
going to jail. C. W.
ENERGY
46. Homes For Sale
series, needs engine
tertainment made easy
come of $450 per mo.
46 Homes For Sale
headquarters,
Shelton Real Estate and
work, $250 or best offer. 17'• TRAVEL trailer
by pass thru bar from
HOUSE
This home has 3
FOR
SALE
BY
HOUSE FRAMING,$1.15
residential, comAuction' Co., 730 Paris
Call 759-4804 after 6 p.m.
the convenient kitchen
loaded must sell, $250••
BRICK HOME plus inbedrooms, 1'2 baths,
OWNER. 1614 Kirkwood
per square foot. 437-4338.
mercial, and industrial.
Road, Mayfield, KY
with carpeted dining
,753-0111.
come property. Move
formal living and dining
DR. Brick, 3 BR, P2
Ain dealers for Volcano
42066. 247-1385.
ROOFING, excellent
area. 3 bedrooms,
into this beautiful home
baths, LV, entry hall, 1969 OLDSMOBII.E, 2
room, birch cabinets,
II, the most efficient
door, hardtop, $325 can 1974 VENTURA 1080
double lavatories in
references. Call 753-1486
den with dining area,
and pay mortgage with
I rv. Poplar-Benton
built-in oven and range,
wood
burner
in
be seen at 502 N. 5th or
sleeps 8, stove, ice box,
bath. .4 minutes from
between 7 and 3:30, ask
kitchen, with built-in
present additional incentral air, natural gas
America. Solar King of
call 753-7638.
and sink, $1300. 753-2668
town. It only takes one
for
Shelley.
stove and plenty of
come of $450 per mo.
heat. Income property is
Mayfield, 247-1253, 607
call to make this your
cabinet space, utility
This home has 3
furnished and fully
W.
Broadway.
WHITES CAMPER
CARPENTERS
_home. Call LORETTA
hedrooms, liz baths.
room, electric heat, 1974 BLACK Monte Carlo,
rented for fall-semester.
IEAL
loaded,'
$3200.
SALES''YOUr starcraft
Call
753JOBS
AVAILABLE to do
REALTORS
...
fenced back yard with
formal living and dining
Located near Univer2691.
dealer. You've got a BEAUTIFY your home
753-1492.
small jobs. Satisfaction
5271468 "753-8625
tool shed and
room birch cabinets,
sity. Phone 436-5479.
10
with lightweight easy-togood thing going with
guaranteed, 753-6471
producing fruit trees.
built-in oven and range,
1973 DATSUN 610 wagon,
install
Eldorado Stone.
Starcraft. Compete line
after
4 p.m.
central
Reduced
natural
air,
for
gas
quick
sale• WHEN YOUR riches are
factory air, AM with
No costly footings or
travel trailers, pop ups,
LOOKING FOR
heat. Income property
inupper 30's. Call 753-8128
- kids, not money, let us
tape, low mileage. Call
foundations. 100 percent
parts and accessories.
ANY KIND of hauling in
vestment
property?
or 753-7906.
is furnished and fully
show this home in the
753-0011 after 5.
fireproof
masonary
Toppers
and
used
Want
city or county. Call 759to develop your
rented for fall semester.
country.. large home for
product. Less than the
campers. East 94 High1247 or 753-9685.
own subdivision? We
THREE ROOM furnished
Located near Univerthe large family, 5
cost of natural stone.
1975 AUDI 100 IS, fully
way, 4 miles from
have just listed 30!2
sity. Phone 436-5479.
house, 10 miles east of
bedrooms, living room
Use for Interior or exequipped, very sharp,
PIANO TUNING and
Murray. Call 753-0605.
BOYD-MAJORS
acres located within 25'2.
Murray, $2500. 442-8670.
and family room all on 1
terior.
An
good
excellent
mileage,
dorepair. Call Joe Jackson
priced
REAL
ESTATE
miles of city limits, city
51 Services Offered
lot, recently
acre
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
it-yourself project or we
reasonable. 628-3527.
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.
41.Motorcycles
753-8080
water
area..
in
Owner
painted inside and out.
3 BR brick-home with,2
will install. Buy direct
AND
financing available. For
FOR SALE Honda 450, 1974 DATSON 710 coupe, COMMERCIAL
-Profelsionaltervices -Priced in the 30's Call
CHIMNEY CLEANING,
bath's, format -living
from
our factory.
residential
backhoe
and
With
further
informatio
The
Friendly
n,
Touch"
good condition, 753-2467
.1.0,BS
LORETTA
bird screens installed,
room, large , eat-in
owner.
clean,
one
.
-very
Timber
-Lodge
Stone
and
trenching
call LORETTA JOBSwork and
REALTORS...753-1492.
after 5 p.m.
minor repair work by
WHERE THE LIVING
kitchen, and den. In
.work,
Needs
Fireprate,
minor
body
706
N.
-hauling. Call collect 437REALTORS...753-1492.
Cliff 1-leegel, magic Hat
IS EASY.. . 1 acre, 112
good location. Call for,
$1200. Call 753-6059.
Market Street, Paris,
1977 CR425, really sharp,
4756.
Chimney , Sweeps. Carl
appenntment at 759-1683.
mile from Murray-2
Tenn.
38242.
Phone
901never been raced. Call 1966 VOLVO for sale for
7594878.
,
bedroom B.V. home.
642-1328.
SALE.
Essex
FOR
soy
759-1999 'before 5 p.m.
parts,$100. Call 753-5058.
One stall horse barn,
489-2602.
seed.
bean
BY -OWNER-1600
WET- BASEMENT? We--SMALL DOZER.Ideal for
horse let, area for
Keenlend, P2 story 3 '71 HONDA 450 CC, very 1975 BUICK LA
make wet basements
leveling
spreading,
or
SABRE
WATER WELLS. Smith
dogs, garden area.
clean, $625. Call 7594161
BR, special features
dry, work completely
custom AM-FM stereo
753-0129
or
753-7370.
BOYD-MAJORSI
"
Drilling
Plus 20 apple trees,
Co.,
24
in. wells.
or 7674386.
include formal dining
guaranteed. Call or
and tape, tilt wheel,
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
REAL ESTATE
grape arbor. Priced to
room, family room with
write Morgan Con-.e.
factory mags, $3200.
SPRAY
PAINTING
of
all
753-8080
Go Mid 30's. Boydp.m.1967 SUZAKE 200 CC,
decorative fire place,
struction
Co., Route 2,
Call
753-6713
after
kinds.
Metal
3
roofs,
p.m.
Majors Real Estate,
excellent condition, hest
study, game room,
'Professional Services
Box 409 A. Paducah,
MOBILE HOME ANcall 753-7612.
barns,
farms
and
105
N.
12th.
With The Friendly-Towcti"
offer, 489-2773 after 5
sewing area, patio and
Ky. 42001. Phone day
CHORS, underpinning
•
homes. Call Ralph
hat Med•seethes iii, 2
.
11311.deck overlooking large
1976 MALIBU CLASSIC,
or night 442-7026.
awnings, carports and
hutS LV. Imam looMed
Worley, 436-2563.
MAKE
SELL YOUR FARM
MONEY
shaded yard, double
Growellieights lest 434 mks
blue, 4 door, automatic,
roofs sealed. Call Jack
1972 YAMAHA, 125 EnHERE... 7th & Olive through
KOPPERUD
garage. 753-7295.
of Maritert. This is en inair conditioner, power
Glover 753-1873 after 5
duro, 2500 miles, exRedecorated duplex
morale, hmeo with plenty of
REALTY, 711 Main. We steering,
exbrakes,
p.m.
or weekends.
cellent
condition.
$300 or
. Orellty hub mod
on
corner, comhave had many inquires
cellent condition, $2800
best offer. 753-7870.
priced
oral
below
replacement
mercially zoned lot.
regarding all types of - BY OWNER, 4
or possibly less. Call 767- LICENSED
ELEClarge
costs.
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
.
Potential
farm land and acreage
future
bedrooms, 2 baths,
TRICIAN and gas in4302 or 753-6666 or see on
FOR SAI.E, 19-73 Honda
high pressure hoses and fittings.
bonanza, collect rent
tracts.
If
you
have
a
kitchen -den
stallation
corner of 12th & Olive.
Now listing in Natal-newly
will
do
350 $1., cheap, 753-3707
with
• Hwy. 1346 off 84 East
on one side, live in the
farm or acreage'tract to
remodeled 2 bedroom house
plumbing, heating,
fireplace, central air,
or 767-3824.
4364788
other. Call About This
as tensor lot. Nes control pos
sell, contact us at 753gas heat, quiet area with
sewer cleaning. Call 7531971 • PLYMOUTH
Wet, control sik, well in48
Automotive
One Today. Reduced
1222. Also if you have
Service
7203.
shade, patio with gas
Satellite,
4
door,
sulated, aluminum siding,
to $21,250. Boydbeen wanting to purgrill.
automati
'Over
c,
power
•
2000
feet
TRUCK
with
TIRE
storm windows and
Sale Majors Real Estate,
chase acreage, contact
Wont to live like Royalty
living area and large
sterring, 6 cylinder, AIR CONDITIONING
doors. Price to sell.
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
105 N. 12th.
us for an update on . garage. In Bagwell
on a Commoners Budget?
sales and service, R. C.
runs and looks good,
ply, $27.51 plus $2.85
properties listed for sale
$650 or best offer. Call
Manor, call 753-9602.
Evans,474-2748.
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
in Calloway County. We
489-2510.
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
at KOPPERUD
I 04-PAINTING of all
Wallin
Hardware, 1975
It's fit for a kim.; and will make her feel
REALTY provide a
VOLVO 164 E, exkinds, call day or night
Paris
Hornbuckle Barber Shop
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
complete range of Real
cellent condition. 1973
like
a queen.
437-4152.
new on market brick, 3
209 Walnut Street
TR 6, excellent conEstate Service. Phone
FOR TIRES, in-the-field
Even if you never have the title, you CAN
bedroom carpeted, walk
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
us today.
dition. Call 753-0799 LICENSED ELECfarm tire service, truck
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
have
the MARBLE. You'll find it at
.
days,
Monday-Friday- 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
TRICIAN
and 753-2317
prompt eftire service, front end
PEALY')Or.
garage with a storage
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
nights.
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50
ficient service. No job
alignment, brakes,
room, central gas heat
CALL 753-4013
shocks, tune-ups, actoo small. Call Ernest
and electric air, entry
1977 CAMARO C-2b, ` White, 753-0605.
cessories, and proMpt
• hall, living room, large
yellow, 350, AT, AG, TS,
service, phone Adden with wood burning
TB.
call 759-4804 after 6 FOR YOUR septic tartr
vanced,
Inc.,
759-4788.
BARKLEY 1JIKE
South 12th at Sycamore
fireplace and dining
and backhoe work
p.m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
area, kitchen with dishTELEPHONE 753Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
needs. Also septic tank
-Quality that will Please
washer and disposal,cleaning. Call .John
THUNDERBIRD,
44. Lots For Sale
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
1973 BROWN Capri, 1976
- built-in stove with hood,
612 South Ninth
local car with all extras,
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
753 5 7 19
70,500 miles. 753-2349.
fireplaces, fully carpeted,_ kitchen with
131 1 AC. level, 6 ac
food center and many
16,000 miles, price,
436-5348.
. tillable, 714 wooded lot
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
cabinets, utility room
$5500. Call 753-8730 or
1991 FORD Maverick,
suitable for building Site
garage with nice guest apartment above.
with built-in cabinets,
FENCE SALES at Sears
753-6965.
radio, automatic, expaved
on
road
mile
1
central vacuum, patio
Owner has other interest. Price
now. Call Sears 753-2310
condition,
$995.
cellent
east of South Pleasant
with grill, intercom,
1972 DATSUN, good
$110,000.
for free estimates for
753-7853.
Grove, 8 miles to
'landscaped, near high
your needs.
condition, $625. Call 759-Murray -• Calloway
Ohio Valley Real Estate
School, 804 Minerva
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
1152 after 5.
seat,
County
16
miles
to
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
Place, 753-0196 or 753Datsun King Cab. Call
MITCHELL BLACKKy. Lake.(901) 642-8311,
7906.
328-8649 after 5 p.m.
1055 CHEVROLET 2 door,
TOPPING - , sealing,
or (513) 294-8528 after 6
6 cylinder,- automatic.
patching striping. For
p.m.
body rough, runs good.
free estimates call 753$100 or best offer, 7531537.
TWO WATERFRONT
REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE
4094.
.lost on Kentucky Lake
HELP WANTED
CARPET CLEANING at
We are in need of icense Real Estate
Broker,& sales People. •
reasonable rates.
1970 BUICK La Sabre 4
Including man and wife ams, in any town or %ilia**
hi KY
45 Farms For Sale
Prompt and efficient.
Tenn up to 100 miles fren Paris Landing. We edl h4 you or
door,
power
and
air.
REALTY
get
started Come, call or ibrTlie oar
Ottisv 14- AUSTIN,
Custom Carpet Care,
good condition, $900. 489FARM FOR SALE by
SOIThIAND REAL F,STATE, BoxHome
233, Clarks% I lie Tenn :17040.
!nested on 4IA and 79 wys. at Market St Phew 1;1,412-8&11.
753-1335.
2189.
owner. 70 acre with good
2 BR house located in
1973 P1.311I C Bon- GUTTERING BY SEARS
Henry County on North
Sears continuous gutter
neville, power steering
Fork Church Road.
installed per your
and brakes, air conCentral heat and air,
Call
specificat
ions.
JULY IS...
ditioner.
7'53-2483
or
753storm windows and
Sears 753-2310 for free
5094.
;
COUNTRY HAM
doors, good well. Will
estimates.
sell all or part. FinanMONTH
1971 FORD Torino, call
cing.available. Call 498INSULATION
BLOWN
753-7592.
8376
CO. HAM DINNER complete
Sears
by
IN
save
pn
*Dresd n
Se425 TN.,
how('
2
NE of
BR
with cornbread Ai white bean
these high heat and
SPECIAL
(Reg. $1.95)
presdeh offliwy. 89.
FORD customized van.
46 Homes For Sale
CO. HAM BREAKFAST . . . comptete - with
cooling bills. Call Sears
Ha§ Ltrack stereo, C.B.,
*Cuba', KY two and three BR home,
Homemade biscuits and red-eye gravy!
753-2310
for
free
AM
Coldwater,
-FM
3
radio,
IV OWNER: it,
South of Cuba locateci..p.gAmArtganlex
5
.
325
Jmitiatatak •-•-••••••-- - • --!Mt':- Welter'
elf,
-1 001114MB kitchen com•
front and rear, touchFor Fast Results On The Sale Of Veer Nisi,
SPECIALS GO ALL DAV_EVERYDAY IN JULY
DO YOU need stumps
Mood, heitt-in laundry, utast,
.New Concord, KY.,2 BR home.
bed, ice box, sink, portaremavealio
yard
your
rn
after
S
1-21141
42
carport.
1
Call
PART1
•
'
List With Koppered Really.
I ON TEA
El '
Owner will finance easy terms low
potti, carpeted, air
or land cleared of
P.M.
-US 641 Northconditioned. Call 753down payment or will consider
stumps? We can remove
0476.
reasonable cash offer.
stumps up to 24"
Murray, Ky.
HOUSE, 1500 Canterbury,
beneath ground. Leaves
For information contact or Call collect
50 Campers
central gas heat and air,
4.491T11. le rm-mommt THOU TH1,11444Y
only sawdust and chips
44W Ell MIDNIII.HT-illIDAY AND
double
garage,
attached
9A111,191M1
JOE HARTLEY,
17' TRAVEI. trailer
Call for free Estimate,
14W Iii. 1111PMINISIL1191M1.
wide drive, :patio,
loaded must se11712500
Steve Shaw, 739E9490 or
(502)441-7368
$59,200. Call 753-9710.
Ph 753-1222
TM Male
753-0111
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

JUN k

Carrier

OA

t

QUALITY

iRnmi

ILSON

B & J HYDRAULICS

Put MARBLE in that bathroom.

Thornton Tile
& Marble
'A Sure Sign Of Summer'

PHONE
502-685-4961

KOPPERUD
7531222

glte eVoskm
geti fq
)

HOMES
OR SALE

®KOPPERUD
REALTYM
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Ray Asks For Young's Help
PETROS, Tenn. (AP) —
infoeniation about King's
Declaring that "Memphis is a
death. He would not specify
lot closer than Moscow" what the information is.
James Earl Ray has asked
Young was one of King's
U.N. AID bassagoo. Andrew
aides and was with him at the
Young to help him win a new
Lorraine Motel in Memphis
trial for the murder of civil when King was killed by a rifle
rights leader Martin Luther...44A on April 4, 1968.
King Jr.
In exchange for a 99-year
Ray sent a letter to Young prison term rather than the
Friday claiming he is a death penalty, Roy pleaded
political prisoner.
guilty in 1969 to killing King
"...I ask you to meet with but tried to withdraw the plea
President Carter and ask him
to request that I be given a
new trial," Ray said. ''Those Crossword Puzzler
trials in Moscow may he., •
411
and
completely ACROSS
- unfair
5 Precious
political but at least the
1 HePte,yv
metal
month
defendants there have a trial.
6 Anglo-Saxon
money
For 10 years that is all that I 5 Deity
8 Period of
akes away
have asked for."
fasting
frdm
Earlier Friday, Ray met at 12 Pleasing
8 Abate-...
Brushy' Mountain Peniten- 13 Native metal 9 Send fort*tiary with four congressmen 14 Arabian
10 River in Afcheiltain
on the House Assassinations
rica
11 Walked on
Committee and agreed to 15 Allowance
for _waste
19 Compass
testify before the panel.
16 Latvian curpoint
Ray told reporters after ,rencv
21 Man s name
meeting with Rep., Louis 11 Storage pit
23 Dispatches
Stokes, D-Ohio, committee 18 Run aground 24 three-toed
sloths
chairman, and _ three other 20 Paused
an25 Afri
that
his 22 Note of
congressmen
telope
testimony .at next month's 23 scale
Rational
26 AbStract
hearing in Washington may 24 Matured •
being
include previously unreleased 27 Endorsed
27 Washington

Albert Cook Dies
Today At Age 91
Mr. Albert Cook 'of Rt. 3,
Murray,died at 12:20 a.m. this
morning at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Mr. Cook was 91 at the time of
•
his death.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Hilda William Cook; a
Elmer
daughter,
Mrs.
(Roberta Cothran, Arlington,
Tex.; a son, Alvin Cook, Rt. 2,
Hazel; seven grandchildren
greatseven
and
grandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete at this time but
burial will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Max.
Churchill Funeral Home after
5 p.m. Saturday.
FIRST PASTOR APPRECIATION DAY was held recently at Memorial Baptist Church of Murray. Dr. Carroll
Hubbard,
Sr., Served as Memorial's first Pastor from 1933 to 1940. He and Mrs. Hubbard was honored by the church for their
years of service in Memorial Church's early years. Dr. and Mrs. Hubbard's sons, Carroll, Jr., and Kyle, were
present
for the special day and sponsored a birthday dinner for their father following his preiching in the worship service
at
Memorial. Also given special recognition this day were members who were charter members at the
church's
organization, November 10, 1932. Pictured above are (left to right) Congressman Carroll Hubbard, Jr. and Mrs. Hubbard, Sr., present Memorial Pastor, Dr. Ierrell White, Mr. and Mrs. Kyle Hubbard and son. Pictured seated
(left to
right) are charter members Martha Crider, Toy McDougal, Hontas Graham Hutson, and Modelle Miller
with Dr.
Carroll Hubbard,Sr., in the center.

Ellis Wrather, 84,
Dies Friday Night
Ellis Wrather, age 84, died
Friday at 8:10 at his home. at
Rt. 1 Alm Ellis Wrather
Road.
: The deceased was a retired
farmer and a member of Coles
United'
Ground
.Camp
Methodist Church. Rorn Oct.
9, 183 in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Charles
Henry Thomas Wrather and
Eudora Churchill Smith
Wrather.

Memorial Church To Hear Pastor Speak On Sunday

Montana Mission

"God's Plan For The
Family" with scripture from
Ephesians 5:21 to 6:4 will be
the subject of the sermon by.
the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White at
The Montana Mission Team the 10:50 a.m. worship serwill present the message at vices on Sunday, July 23, at
His wife, Mrs. Lettie Doran'
the seven p.m. worship ser- the Memorial Baptist Church.
Wrather,. preceded him in
Joe Morton, deacon of the
vice on Sunday, July 23, at the
death on Sept. 31975.
First Baptist Church.
Mr. Wrather is survived by
At the 10:45 a.m. service the
a daughter, Mrs. Mary
minister, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Magielene Belcher and her
Whittaker will speak on the
husband. James H. Belcher, of
subject,"What Does The Lord
.Rt. 1, Alruo. Also surviving
Require?" with scripture
are to sister, Mrs. Cecil.
from Micah 5:6-8.
A revival will be held at
(Dona Holland of Rt. 1 Almo
Directing the song service Calvary Baptist Church July
and M111. Hc.bett (TrUdie)
will-be—VP Rudolph Howard, 24-30.
_Miller of Rt. 2 Murray; a
minister of music emeritus of
Services will begin nightly
brother, Raymond Wrather
the church. Mrs. Margery at 7:30. The speaker for each
and his wife. Beurdene, of Rt.
Shown will sing a solo, and the night's services,, will be
1, Almo; a sister-in-law. Mrs.
Church Choir will sing "Come,• Brother David Stephenson.
Calvin (.Maucli Wrather of
Holy Spiiit." Mrs. Joan
Pastor of the-- church,
Murray and a brother-in-law,
Bowker will be organist and located near Coldwater, is
Cecil Holland of Rt. 1 Almo.
Mrs. Allene Knight will be William Strong.
He is also survived by three
pianist.
Song leader is Harold
nephews. Charles Thomas
Randy Sorrow, minister of Elkins.
Miller, .Joe Rob Miller and
youth, and Bill Adams, Jr.,
Everyone is invited to the
James Dale Miller.
„deacon of the week, will assist nightly services, a church
Funeral arrangements for 'in the
service.
spokesman said.
Mr. Wrather are incomplete
Sunday School will be held
but friends may call at the at 9:30 a.m. A
Church-Wide
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Watermelon Feast will be held
Home after 2-00 p.m. following
the evening worship
Saturday.
service.

Team To Present
Message Sunday

Revival Set At

Calvary Church

Bro. John Dale To

Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Clark, Dr. and Mrs. _Rex
Galloway, Mrs. John Randolph, Mrs. Orvis Hendrick,
Miss Mitzi Cathey, Miss Pat
Schrnelter, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Marcum, Miss Karen Bailey,
Mrs_ Vaughn Vandergrift, and
David Bailey.

Mrs. Pendergrass,
91, Dies Friday;
Services Incomplete

Speak On Sunday

Bro. John Dale will speak on
the
'subject,
"Undenominational Christianity"
with scripture fsom I Cor. 3:38, at the 8:30 a.m. sand II:40
a.m. worship services on
Sunday, July 23, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
The six p.m. topic will be
"If I Were The Devil" Part II
with scripture from I Peter
5:8-9.
Assisting with the services
The 90th session of the will be Jack Ward, Owen
African Methodist Episcopal Moseley, Kevin Garner,
Church was held at Bowling Tommy Carraway, Gene
Roberts, Ron McNutt, Jerry
Green on July 12-16.
The Rev. Edwin M. O'Neal, Bolls, Larry Cunningham,
Sr. was returned to the Paul Ragsdale, Charles
pastorate of Wayman Chapel Lamb, Glen Gibbs, and Randy
A. M. E. Church, located at Wright.
Fourth and Falls Street, _Presiding for, The Lord's
Supper 'will be Johnny
Murray.
Services will be held Sun- Bohannon, Jim Mowery,
day, July M, at four p.m with Frank Hargis, and Forest
the sacrament of The Lord's, Boyd.
Supper to be observed.
Lisa Wallin will be the teen
The Rev. O'Neal, Sr., is also nursery helper.
Bible study will be held at
the pastor of the St. John's
9:40 a.m. Sunday.
AME Church, Paducah.

Mrs. Lottie Pendergrass,
Rt. 1, Farmington, age 91,
died Friday at 9 p.m., at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by three
daughters; Mrs. Perry
(Catheline) Grant,California;
Mrs. Ruth Watson, Rt. 1,
Farmington; and Mrs; Bun
(Mary Fran) Hughes, Rt. 2,
Farmington; three sons,
Novel Pendergrass of Rt. 1,
Murray; Flavil Pendergrass.
Elt„ 1, Murray; James Pendergrass of Mayfield; one
sister, Garvie Riley of Paris
and one brother Paul Pullen of
Birmingham, Alabama; 10
grandchildren and 11 greatgrandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete at J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Rev. Edwin O'Neal
Renamed As Pastor

PEANUTS

,(Ou"RE ASKING OUR

UJHY NOT? HE'S
SNOOPY'S BROTHER!
HE'S A GOOD DOG

FAMILY TO ADOPT
THIS DOG?!

I-IE'S A
THAT'S
FULL-BWODED WHAT 401)
BEAGLE
SAY

week, will assist in the services. The Sanctuary Choir
will sing "Seek Ye Fir." •
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. with Elbert
Thomason as director.
At the seven p.m. services
Dr. White will speak on the
subject,' "Authority' and
Responsibility" with scripture
from Ephesians 6:5-9,
The .church will have a
church 'wide fellowship and

To Hold Masses

figures
28 Expire
29 Period of
lime
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Drew McGukin Will
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Assisting in the services will church pastor.
The Rev. Dr. Walter E. be W. H. Brooks, Larry Dunn,
Mischke, Jr., minister of .the Willard Ails, Prentice Dunn,
Methodist Keith Hays, and
First United
Cecil Like...
Church, will speak on the
Serving The Lord's Supper
subject, "Art Of Getting" with will be Roger Wilson,
Tom
scripture from Luke 6:27-38 at Ballard, Larry
Wright,
the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. wor- Charley Baltzell, Tim Erwin,
ship services on Sunday, July Joey West, Max Cleaver, Tony
23. Thompson, and Tommy Reidl.
Ann Dorian c and Eleanor
Nursery supervisors will be
Diuguid w!ll sing a duet, Fonda Grogran, Lola Mc''Hold Thou My Hand," at Clain, Eulala Like, Angela
both services.
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Chancel Choir directed by
Bible study will be held at
Paul Shahan with Bea Farrell 9:30 a.m. on Sunday.
as organist, will sing the
anthem,"Jesus. Joy Of Man's
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Desiring."
Greeters for Sunday will be
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Henry.
Church School will be held
The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos,
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"They Knew That They Were
Naked!"
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_Mrs. Jean Fleming. will be
Farmer" will be the subject of • the worship leader with David
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Rabatin, pastor of the First candle lighters. Gus RobertPresbyterian Church, at the son, Jr., will sing a solo for the
ten a.m. worship services on special music.
Sunday, July 23, at the church,
Elders will be Preston
located at Sixteenth and Main Holland and .Johnny Reagan.
And Power Wagon's good-looking
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His scripture reading will be Clopton, Mike Holton, Robert
the great lineup of new trucks.
and highways as well. So why not
from Luke 12:16-21 with Hopkins, Don McCord, and
the kind of lineup that made us the
stop in and buy or lease a '78 Power
responsive reading from Lenvel Yates.
fastest growing truck company in _
Psalm 8.
Wagon atour nearby Dodge Truck
Greeters will be Mrs. A. B.
Kathy Mowery will direct Austin and Mr. and Mrs.
America from 1966 to 1976.
Dealer's today?
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St. Leo's Church

-watermelon slice at Jonathan
Creek Baptist Camp with the
bus and cars to leave the
church at 1:30 p.m. and to
return at 6:25 p.m.
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Masses will be held at St. 38 Aroceed

three days after entering it.
Denying he fired the she!
that killed King, he has been
trying to win a new trial ever
since. State and federal
courts, including the U.S.
Supreme Court, have turned
down his appeals.
Other congressmen who met
with Ray Friday we Reps.
Samuel Devine,
-Ohio;
Robert Edgar, D-Pa.; and
Harold Sawyer,R-Mich.
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